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ABSTRACT
RECURSIVE PROPERTIES OF SRDC STRUCTURES
IN GOLDEN AGE MUSICAL THEATER SONGS
SEPTEMBER 2017
MORGAN MARKEL, B.M., NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
M.M., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Christopher White

The srdc is a four-part phrase pattern in popular music consisting of four formal
functions: statement (s), restatement (r), departure (d), and conclusion (c). In recent
scholarship, the applicability and scope of the four-part pattern has been vigorously
debated. The question of whether entire song forms, such as the AABA and verse–
prechorus–chorus song forms, can be interpreted as large-scale SRDC patterns has
become a primary topic of interest among popular music scholars. In this thesis, I seek to
further the argument for the large-scale SRDC reading of the AABA song form by
demonstrating the recursive potential of srdc structures in Golden Age musical theater
songs. To do so, I survey the characteristic properties of 8- and 16- bar srdc patterns and
32- and 64-bar AABA song forms as they were observed in a corpus study of 89 songs.
By highlighting the similar ways in which the srdc’s formal functions are expressed at
multiple levels of structure within the surveyed 32- and 64-bar AABA song forms, I
demonstrate why these song forms can be interpreted as large-scale SRDC patterns.
Chapter 1 introduces this thesis’s primary research question and surveys the
relevant literature on the srdc and other related topics. Chapter 2 outlines the steps taken
to assemble the corpus of 89 songs and assesses the srdc patterns and AABA song forms
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contained therein. Chapter 3 then discusses the results of the corpus study. Chapter 4
examines the structural correspondences between the surveyed srdc patterns and AABA
song forms, using a model AABA song form that contains three nested srdc patterns. To
conclude this thesis, Chapter 4 closes by discussing some avenues for future research.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1

Introduction
The srdc is a four-part phrase pattern in popular music consisting of four formal

functions: statement (s), restatement (r), departure (d), and conclusion (c). In recent
scholarship, the applicability and scope of the four-part pattern has been vigorously
debated. The question of whether entire song forms can be interpreted as large-scale
SRDC patterns has become a primary topic of interest among music theorists.1 While
many theorists, including Walter Everett (2009), Jay Summach (2011, 2012), Drew
Nobile (2011, 2014), and Trevor de Clercq (2012), agree that song forms, such as the
verse–chorus and verse–prechorus–chorus song forms, can be described as expanded
srdc patterns, they remain divided over others. The 32- and 64-bar AABA song form is
perhaps the most contested large-scale formal structure. For the above-mentioned
scholars, the AABA song form can be interpreted as a large-scale SRDC, quatrain, or
two-part binary form.2
When theorists support one of these interpretations, they suggest the presence of
two competing and mutually exclusive hearings of the AABA song form. As Figure 1.1
illustrates, the SRDC reading proposes that we hear the song form as having one long
goal-directed motion toward the final perfect authentic cadence at the end of the song

1

This thesis uses lowercase letters to discuss 8- and 16-bar srdc schemes and their component parts and
uppercase letters to discuss 32- and 64-bar SRDC schemes and their component parts.
2

The quatrain is a binary form in vocal music comprising two antecedent-consequent pairs (AA, BA). See
Rothstein (2007, 107–8).

1

Figure 1.1 Goal-directed hearing implied by the large-scale SRDC reading of the AABA
song form.

form. Moreover, the reading infers that we also hear a short-range motion toward the start
of B. With two initiating sections that repeat the same melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic
material, the SRDC camp argues that the AABA song form disproportionately relies on
the expectation for contrast in B to propel the song form forward. Conversely, the
quatrain and two-part binary form interpretations suggest that we hear one weak longrange motion toward the song form’s final perfect authentic cadence. Figure 1.2
illustrates how both readings indicate the presence of one weak long-range motion and
two short-range motions: one motion toward the cadence at the end of the second A
section and one motion toward the cadence at the end of the third A section. In brief, the
two-part binary form and quatrain interpretations intimate that the AABA song form is
composed of two symmetrically balanced halves which—when combined—exhibit a
weak teleological drive toward the song form’s final perfect authentic cadence.
In this thesis, I seek to provide evidence for the former reading by investigating
the recursive properties of srdc structures in Golden Age musical theater songs. To

2

Figure 1.2 Goal-directed hearing implied by the quatrain and two-part binary readings of
the AABA song form.

accomplish this task, I undertake a corpus study of 89 chorus sections from 10 different
musicals that premiered on Broadway between the years 1943 and 1957. In these 89
chorus sections, I examine each of the 8- and 16-bar srdc patterns and 32- and 64-bar
AABA choruses that arise in an effort to track the characteristic features of each
structure. Various parameters at analogous points in both structures are therefore
observed to see which attributes tend to recur in the designated corpus. In this study, I
focus on the harmonies that appear at discrete corresponding locations in both four-part
structures, as well as the acceleration procedures that build up forward momentum within
d and B of the surveyed 8- and 16-bar srdc patterns and 32- and 64-bar AABA song
forms, respectively. By observing how frequently different harmonies and acceleration
procedures appear at analogous points in both four-part structures, I demonstrate how
some of the srdc’s most characteristic features recur at higher levels of structure within
the corresponding sections of the AABA song form. Moreover, I show how the 8- and
16-bar srdc’s four formal functions—statement, restatement, departure, and conclusion—
are articulated in similar ways at the 8-, 16-, 32-, and 64-bar levels, and in the process, I

3

explain why the large-scale SRDC reading of the AABA song form is a valid and
convincing interpretation of the ubiquitous chorus type.
In this chapter, Section 1.2 provides a brief overview of the relevant literature on
the srdc and other related structures. Chapter 2 then describes this thesis’s methodology,
outlining the different steps taken to assemble the corpus of 89 songs and identify the
srdc patterns and AABA song forms contained within those selected musical numbers. In
addition, Chapter 2 overviews and defines all those parameters surveyed in the assembled
collection of srdc patterns and AABA song forms. Chapter 3 summarizes and analyzes
the results from the corpus study, discussing the srdc patterns and AABA song forms
separately. Chapter 4 compares the characteristics of the two structural types using a
model 64-bar AABA song form that contains three nested srdc patterns: Richard Rodgers
and Oscar Hammerstein’s “A Wonderful Guy,” from South Pacific (1949). Through an
in-depth discussion of the chorus of this classic song, Chapter 4 illuminates all those
features that recur at multiple levels of structure in the observed corpus of srdc patterns
and AABA song forms. Chapter 4 therefore provides the analytical reasons for
interpreting the 32- and 64-bar AABA song forms as large-scale SRDC patterns. To
conclude this thesis, Chapter 4 closes with some ideas for further research.

1.2

Literature Review
Walter Everett (1999, 16) defines the srdc as a four-part “phrase pattern” in

popular music comprising four distinct melodic “gestures”: “a statement [s] of a melodic
idea, a restatement [r] at the same or contrasting pitch level, a departure [d] that
introduces contrasting motivic material, and a conclusion [c] that may or may not

4

recapitulate the opening phrase.”3 As Everett’s (1999) definition implies, the srdc is a
rather flexible pattern: it can consist of different combinations of gestures, such aabc or
aaba, and can be of vastly different lengths, as long as its four component parts perform
the formal functions of statement, restatement, departure, and conclusion.
Everett’s (1999, 2009) generic description of the srdc leaves one fundamental
question unanswered: is the srdc a sentence? Jay Summach (2011) clarifies Everett’s
vague allusions to the “classical” sentence theme-type in his definition of the srdc by
confirming that the pattern does indeed function as a sentence in pop and rock music.
Citing results from a corpus study of 700 pop and rock songs, Summach argues that the
srdc consistently displays the two essential features of sentences identified by Matthew
BaileyShea (2004) in “Beyond the Beethoven Model”: a short–short–long proportionality
and an ordered sequence of three formal functions––presentation, continuation, and
cadence.4 In addition, Summach finds that the pop and rock srdc regularly features one or
more optional “momentum-building” devices during d that mimic the loosening
procedures typically found in “classical” sentence-types.5 Some of the most common
“momentum-building” devices that Summach names include fragmentation, harmonic
acceleration, and an emphasis of the subdominant harmony during d. The last device in

3

The literature on the srdc (Everett 1999, 2009; Summach 2011; de Clercq 2012; and Nobile 2011, 2014)
consistently refers to srdc as a pattern or scheme. The srdc’s component parts are either referred to as some
type of melodic gesture (i.e., a d gesture) or by their abbreviated function name (i.e., s, r, d, or c). To
maintain consistency, this thesis will also use the same terminology to discuss the srdc and its four
component parts.
4

Matthew BaileyShea (2004) argues that sentences across genres and styles always exhibit two essential
features: a short–short–long proportionality and an ordered sequence of three formal functions—
presentation, continuation, and cadence. BaileyShea contends that these two essential features allow for a
greater number of structures to be considered sentences.
5

According to BaileyShea (2004), some of the most common optional features of the continuation phrase
include harmonic acceleration, fragmentation, harmonic sequence, and increased rhythmic activity.

5

this list, the emphasis of the subdominant (harmony) during d, is a new addition to the
optional features that can be found in the second half of the sentence and—by
extension—the srdc. Seeing that this device helps mark movement towards the cadential
gesture in c in 52 percent of his observed srdc patterns, Summach argues that this device
is one of the most common optional features of d.
Before proceeding with any further discussions on the srdc in pop and rock, both
William Caplin’s (1998) and Matthew BaileyShea’s (2004) definitions for the sentence
should be discussed. In his seminal work, Classical Form, Caplin provides the following
definition for the sentence theme-type as it appears in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
instrumental music:
The sentence is an eight-measure theme built out of two four-measure phrases. In
this grouping structure, which Ratz indicates as (2 x 2) + 4, the theme expresses
three formal functions–––presentation, continuation, and cadential. The opening
phrase contains the first of these functions and thus is termed a presentation
phrase. The second phrase incorporates the remaining two functions. For the sake
of simplicity (if not absolute theoretical consistency), this unit is normally termed
a continuation phrase. (Caplin 1998, 35)
Caplin’s definition places a strong emphasis on the different roles that different parts of
the sentence play in the theme-type. In the first half of the sentence, the presentation
phrase performs a presentation function because the phrase literally “presents” two
different statements of a two-measure basic idea. The continuation phrase, on the other
hand, features two different formal functions: continuation and cadence. In the sentence,
the continuation function is expressed when the continuation phrase, “destabilizes the
prevailing phrase-structural, rhythmic, and harmonic context (as defined by the
presentation) and features a breaking down of structural units (fragmentation), an
increase in rhythmic activity (acceleration of harmonic change and shorter surface

6

durations), and a weakening of harmonic functionality (sequential progression).”6 In
other words, the continuation phrase expresses the continuation function when it
somehow develops the melodic, harmonic, and/or rhythmic material introduced in the
presentation phrase.
Caplin (1998) argues the continuation phrase’s cadential function initiates when
the theme-type’s cadential progression begins. For Caplin, the cadential function is
expressed through two different processes: liquidation and cadence. Regarding the
former, Caplin maintains that this process occurs when the presentation phrase’s distinct
motivic gestures are turned into more conventional figures. Conversely, the latter arises
through a cadential progression and cadential arrival. Combined, the two processes of
liquidation and cadence work together to bring melodic, harmonic, and phrase-structural
closure to the theme-type.
In his article, “Beyond the Beethoven Model,” Matthew BaileyShea (2004) argues
that Caplin’s rigid definition of the sentence can be loosened to encompass other typical
phrase structures in the common-practice period. Specifically, BaileyShea (2004)
maintains that sentences or sentence-like structures across styles always exhibit two
essential features: a short–short–long proportionality and an ordered sequence of three
formal functions—presentation, continuation, and cadence. Furthermore, he asserts that
sentences are usually characterized by a wave-like pattern of tension, climax, and release.
With these three universal characteristics in mind, he classifies four additional phrase
structures as sentences: sentences with a dissolving third statement, sentences with a
sentential continuation, sentences with an “AABA” design, and sentences characterized

6

Caplin (1998, 40).

7

by Fortspinnung.7 By identifying these alternative sentence-types, BaileyShea expands
the flexibility and scope of the sentence theme-type in the common-practice period.
Returning to the scholarship on the srdc in pop and rock music, the literature on
the srdc is primarily concerned with how the four-part pattern can describe entire song
forms. In The Foundations of Rock, Walter Everett (2009) proposes that the srdc label
can be applied to the 32- and 64-bar AABA and the verse–chorus–prechorus song forms.
Everett, however, does not elaborate upon this rich proposition, leaving it open for others
to investigate. As a result, several scholars have taken it upon themselves to explore the
various connections between the srdc pattern and the verse–prechorus–chorus and 32and 64-bar AABA song forms.
In his article, “The Structure, Function, and Genesis of the Prechorus,” Jay
Summach (2011) argues that the popular verse–prechorus–chorus evolved from the 8and 16-bar srdc pattern in the late 1950s and early 1960s. He asserts that—throughout
the late 1950s and early 1960s—the s and r gestures were expanded into verses, the d
gesture into a prechorus, and the c gesture into a chorus. The evolution of the srdc into
the verse–prechorus–chorus song form, he argues, was complete by the end of the 1960s,
when the song form had become an established norm in pop and rock music.
Drew Nobile (2011, 2014) develops various voice-leading models for srdc
patterns that appear in different functional contexts in rock music. In his 2011 article,
“Form and Voice Leading in Early Beatles Songs,” Nobile develops a generic voice-

7

BaileyShea (2004) defines a sentence with a dissolving third statement as a sentence containing three
repetitions of the basic idea, where the third statement of the basic idea is a breaking down of that melodic
unit. A sentence with a sentential continuation, on the other hand, is sentence with a continuation phrase
that exhibits 1 + 1 + 2 grouping structure. A sentence with an “AABA” design is a sentence whose
individual gestures can be labeled as “AABA.” Finally, a sentence characterized by Fortspinnung is
sentence that features an extended sequence or “spinning out” in the continuation phrase.

8

leading model for 8-bar srdc patterns that compose the individual A sections within the
32-bar AABA song form. His voice-leading model is as follows: s and r prolong tonic
and the primary tone (Kopfton); d begins on the subdominant or another predominant
harmony and descends to a different note in the Urlinie; and c completes the srdc’s
cadential progressions and descends to ^1 in an inner voice. In offering this generic
voice-leading model, Nobile recalls Janet Schmaldfeldt’s (1991) voice-leading paradigms
for the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century sentence. Like the eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury sentence, the srdc (in Nobile’s model) usually replicates the Ursatz at the
middleground level and features a descent into an inner voice at the cadence at the end of
c. Because the srdc features similar voice leading from a Schenkerian perspective, Nobile
argues that the srdc can be compared to the common-practice-period sentence.
In his 2014 dissertation, “A Structural Approach to the Analysis of Rock Music,”
Nobile expands upon his earlier work on the srdc to provide a more nuanced perspective
on the harmonic structure of the pattern as it appears in the individual sections of various
song forms. Nobile offers three different schemas to account for the different ways in
which the srdc’s component gestures can articulate the pattern’s general voice-leading
structure. Those schemas, which he refers to as models, are depicted in Table 1.1. In each
of Nobile’s three schemas, s and r prolong tonic, while d and c articulate the PD–D–T
progression in three distinct ways. In Model 1, the syntactical predominant and dominant
arrive in d, and in Model 2, the syntactical predominant and dominant arrive in d and c,
respectively. In Model 3, d begins with an (off-tonic) accented neighbor chord, before
returning to tonic and reaching the syntactical dominant at the beginning of c or the
optional predominant at the end of d. Thus, the cadence in c is always achieved by

9

Table 1.1 Nobile’s (2014) three voice-leading models for the srdc in rock music.
Model 1:
s

r

T

d

c

PD

D

T

Model 2:
s

r

T

d

c

PD

D

d

c

T

Model 3:
s

r

T

N

T

(PD)

D

T

moving to the syntactical predominant or dominant in either d or c in Nobile’s three
voice-leading models.
Like Summach (2011), Nobile (2014) acknowledges that the srdc can be
expanded into larger forms. Nobile maintains that the similar voice-leading models for
the srdc and the verse–prechorus–chorus song form allow for the song form to be labeled
as a large-scale srdc pattern. Nobile offers the following voice-leading model for the
verse–prechorus–chorus song form: the verses prolong an initial tonic; the prechorus
begins off-tonic or on the syntactical predominant and concludes with the syntactical
dominant; and the chorus begins on tonic and then prolongs tonic. The voice-leading
model for the verse–prechorus–chorus song form thus aligns with the first voice-leading
model that Nobile provides for the 8- and 16-bar srdc pattern in Table 1.1. In the srdc

10

and verse–prechorus–chorus models, the first two formal units (assuming there are two
verses in the verse–prechorus–chorus song form) prolong tonic and establish the primary
tone; the third formal unit starts to effect a descent in the Urlinie by arriving on the
syntactical predominant; and the final unit completes the descent of the Urlinie and
functions as the structural goal of the four-part structure.
Trevor de Clercq (2012) provides yet another perspective on the srdc pattern
when he examines the different functional roles that the individual gestures in the 16-bar
srdc can assume in 1950s and 1960s rock music. Some of the roles that de Clercq
identifies include the srdc as all verse material; s and r as verses, d as a non-verse, and c
as a refrain; s and r as verses, d as a prechorus, and c as an extended refrain; and s and r
as verses, d as a prechorus, and c as a chorus.8 For de Clercq, the latter three options are
the musically most interesting, since they involve a hypermetric reinterpretation in c. In
these three options, the typical succession of strong and weak hypermeasures in the 16bar srdc pattern is disrupted when c, acting as some kind of refrain or chorus, assumes
the role of a strong formal beginning as opposed to a weak formal end.
Whereas as scholars generally agree on the large-scale SRDC interpretation of the
verse-prechorus-chorus song form, they diverge on the label’s application to the 32- and
64-bar AABA song forms. de Clercq (2012), for instance, contends that the AABA song
form’s internal four cadences break up the song form into four distinct and self-contained

8

de Clercq (2012, 43–70) does not view the refrain and chorus in rock songs as synonymous. The chorus,
for de Clerq, is a standalone section within a popular song form—it contains the most memorable musical
and lyrical material and often features a thicker instrumental texture, a higher vocal melody, a stronger
emphasis on tonic, slower vocal rhythms, and more cadential motions, when compared to the verse. The
refrain, on the other hand, is a subsection of a larger standalone unit, such as a verse or chorus. It can
appear at the beginning or end of a section, and it often contains the title of the song.
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sections as opposed to four interconnected and interdependent gestures involved in an
expanded 8- or 16-bar srdc pattern. Likewise, Callahan (2013) maintains that these four
cadences are among the many reasons why the 32-bar AABA song form in the Great
American Songbook is best interpreted as a quatrain, which is a binary form containing
four distinct phrases organized into two antecedent-consequent pairs (AA, BA).9
According to Callahan, the following characteristics make the quatrain interpretation the
most convincing reading of the AABA song form: four strong cadences (usually in the
order of half, authentic, half, authentic) that encourage the hearing of four distinct 8-bar
sections or phrases; cadences of equal strength at the end of the second and third A
sections; a B section that digresses from the previous A material; a strong sense of reprise
at the beginning of the final A section; and lyrics that can be coherently divided into four
separate sections. As Callahan’s characteristics suggest, the 32-bar quatrain interpretation
heavily relies on the presence of 1) two conclusive cadences at the end of the first and
third A sections and 2) a digression-like bridge in the B section. In short, Callahan’s
quatrain interpretation indicates that the AABA song form consists of two symmetrically
balanced halves that lack the forward trajectory of the four-part SRDC pattern.

9

A note here should be made about Golden Age musical theater songs and songs contained within the
Great American Songbook. While there are overlaps between these two broad collections of songs, there
are also significant differences, both in terms of inclusivity and compositional intent. Both Wilder (1972)
and Forte (1995) argue that the Great American Songbook consists of songs written between the years 1924
and 1950 for musical theater, Hollywood film musicals, and Tin Pan Alley. In contrast, Cohen and
Rosenhaus (2006) contend that Golden Age musical theater songs can be described as songs written for
Broadway musicals during the Golden Age of Broadway, which extended from about 1927 to 1967.
Moreover, Cohen and Rosenhaus (2006) maintain that songs written for musicals during the Golden Age of
Broadway differ from those songs composed for other popular mediums during the same time period, in
that they were expressly designed to forward the plot and foster characterization in the Broadway musical.
Golden Age musical theater songs therefore differ from other contemporary songs by the very nature (and
motivation) of their composition.
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Allen Forte (1993) classifies the 32-bar AABA song form in the songs of Cole
Porter as a two-part binary form. For Forte, the form is made up of two 16-bar double
periods each comprising four phrases. The first double period (AA) may or may not
cadence in a different key. Likewise, the second double period (BA) may also end in an
alternative key if the AABA chorus leads to a contrasting bridge section; otherwise, the
double period tends to conclude in the tonic key. With two antecedent-consequent pairs,
the two-part binary form strongly resembles the quatrain form discussed by Callahan
(2013). The main difference between the two forms lies in the fact that the quatrain
reading uses a bottom-up approach to organize the AABA song form into two double
periods, whereas the two-part binary form interpretation employs a top-down approach to
reach the same conclusion.
Counter to both Forte (1993) and Callahan (2013), Everett (2009) considers the
AABA song form to function as a large-scale SRDC. Everett (2009, 143) maintains that
the large-scale SRDC label best describes the AABA song form when, “the third verse
[in the AABA song form] seems to be the consequent of an action in the bridge (Pat
Boone’s ‘Love Letters in the Sand’), or when it [the third verse] is extended with ending
material not present in the first two verses, typical of a Broadway finish (‘A Wonderful
Guy’ from South Pacific, Steve Lawrence’s ‘Portrait of My Love,’ the Seekers’ ‘Georgy
Girl’).” In other words, the SRDC reading works best when the final A section (A3) is
somehow affected by the musical or lyrical content in the B section. Since A3 is almost
always altered in some way after B, Everett argues that the large-scale SRDC reading of
the AABA song form is the most felicitous interpretation of the four-part song form.

13

This thesis situates itself within the ongoing debate on the proper interpretation of
the AABA song form by examining the structural correspondences between small-scale
srdc patterns and AABA choruses in a corpus study of 89 Golden Age musical theater
songs. By surveying and comparing the defining properties of both structures, this thesis
demonstrates how the four component parts of the small-scale srdc and the AABA song
form perform the formal functions of statement, restatement, departure, and conclusion in
similar ways. In the process, this thesis contends that the large-scale SRDC reading of the
AABA song form best captures the characteristic functioning of the four-part structure.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODOLOGY
2.1

Introduction
This chapter overviews the methodology used to explore the recursive properties of

srdc patterns in Golden Age musical theater songs. Section 2.2 defines the corpus of
songs selected for this study and the formal structures that were analyzed in the surveyed
corpus, including the srdc, the srd→c, and the 32- and 64-bar AABA song forms.10
Section 2.3 discusses the different parameters that were used to evaluate the characteristic
properties of the corpus of 8- and 16-bar srdc patterns and 32- and 64-bar AABA song
forms assembled for this study. Specifically, Section 2.3 reviews the different steps taken
to determine how the srdc’s formal functions may or may not be expressed at different
levels of structure in the observed 32- and 64-bar AABA song forms. In brief, this
chapter summarizes all the requisite information regarding definitions, terminology, and
methodology to understand the results and conclusions presented in Chapters 3 and 4.

2.2

Determining the Corpus

2.2.1 Musicals
To investigate the recursive properties of srdc structures, this study first had to
identify a corpus of Golden Age musicals to survey songs from. This study chose to

10

The srdc is a four-part phrase pattern in Golden Age musical theater songs comprising four distinct
formal functions and gestures: statement, restatement, departure, or conclusion. The srd→c is a variant of
the more prototypical four-part srdc pattern. The srd→c is different from the srdc in that its departure and
conclusion functions are fused in the second half of the structure. In other words, the departure and
conclusion functions appear within the same gesture in the srd→c pattern. The distinctions between these
two variants of the srdc pattern will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.

15

analyze songs from the 10 longest-running musicals that premiered between 1943 and
1957, which are listed in Table 2.1. The year 1943 was chosen as the earliest temporal
boundary because it was when Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein’s Oklahoma!—
a groundbreaking musical that established the integrated model as the new artistic and
conceptual ideal in the 1940s, -50s, and -60s—premiered.11 The latter boundary, 1957,
saw Leonard Bernstein’s West Side Story, an event that represents a high point in the
history of Broadway for many scholars, including Block (1997) and Grant (2004).
Because many of the core composers and composer-lyricist teams of the 1940s and
1950s—such as Cole Porter, Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe, Frank Loesser, Irving
Berlin, Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II, and Leonard Bernstein—retired from
Broadway within the few years following West Side Story, the year 1957 is also
considered to be a turning point in Broadway history.12 Since popular and critical acclaim
tended to align during this time, this study limits its corpus of musicals to the 10 longest
running musicals that opened on Broadway between 1943 and 1957.13
Within the corpus of 10 musicals selected, this study only considers the chorus
sections of verse–chorus songs, since the chorus sections are often the most important
and memorable parts.14 To be included in this study’s corpus, the chorus section of the

11

Block (1997, 2011) states that “integrated musicals” are distinguished by the way in which they each use
dialogue, song, and dance to further the plot. Block (2011) identifies Jerome Kern’s Show Boat (1927) as
the first musical to follow the integrated model. He notes that the integrated model did not take hold with
Broadway composers, lyricists, and book writers however until 1943, when Rodgers and Hammerstein’s
Oklahoma! established the integrated musical as the new artistic model for all to follow.
12

Block (1997, 14–15).

13

Block (1993, 530).

14

Berry (1999, 5); Bolte (1984, 90–91); Citron (1985, 35–36); and Perricone (2008, 88).

16

Table 2.1 The ten longest-running musicals that premiered on Broadway between 1943
and 1957.
Musical

Composer

Number of performances

Oklahoma! (1943)

Richard Rodgers

2,212

Annie Get Your Gun (1946)

Irving Berlin

1,147

Kiss Me, Kate (1948)

Cole Porter

1,070

South Pacific (1949)

Richard Rodgers

1,925

Guys and Dolls (1950)

Frank Loesser

1,200

The King and I (1951)

Richard Rodgers

1,246

The Pajama Game (1954)

Jerry Ross and Richard Adler

1,063

Damn Yankees (1955)

Jerry Ross and Richard Adler

1,019

My Fair Lady (1956)

Frederick Loewe

2,717

Bells are Ringing (1956)

Jule Styne

924

identified verse–chorus song had to follow either the 32-bar or 64-bar AABA song form
or the 16-bar aabc or aaa¢b phrase pattern.

2.2.2 32- and 64-bar AABA Choruses

_

In 1940s and 1950s Broadway musicals, the chorus section of verse–chorus songs
is most often set using either the 32-bar or 64-bar AABA song form.15 Contemporary
song-writing manuals consistently define the Golden Age 32- and 64-bar AABA song
form as follows: a song form that consists of four distinct 8- or 16-bar sections organized
into an overall 32- or 64-bar AABA design.16 Put another way, the AABA song form
comprises a statement and restatement of an 8- or 16-bar melodic (A1 and A2), a

15

Cohen and Rosenhaus (2006, 97–98) and Engel (1977, 1–2).

16

Van der Merwe (1989, 271) and Citron (1985, 56–57).
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contrasting middle section (B), and a reprise of earlier melodic material (A3). Using this
definition, this study identified a total of 44 32-bar AABA choruses and 25 64-bar AABA
choruses in the surveyed corpus. A list of songs containing these choruses can be found
in the appendix.

2.2.3 16-bar srdc Choruses
The chorus sections of verse–chorus songs can also follow a 16-bar aabc or aaa¢b
design. Each of these 16-bar patterns, along with their 8-bar counterparts, can be
described as srdc patterns, since their four component parts perform the formal functions
of statement, restatement, departure, and conclusion. The concept of formal function
adopted here is taken from William Caplin’s (1998, 2009) work on form in late
eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century instrumental music. Caplin (2009) defines
formal function as the role that a musical segment plays within a given formal structure.
For Caplin, a formal function is distinct from a formal type. A formal function
communicates time in music: it indicates where we are within a given structure. A formal
function, for example, can express general temporal functions such as before-thebeginning, beginning, middle, end, or after-the-end. A formal type, on the other hand,
carries no temporal function. It only assumes a temporal function when it is positioned
somewhere (in some larger formal type) and given a formal function.
The srdc is a formal type and its four constituent parts are formal functions. The
srdc is a formal type because it in and of itself carries no sense of time. It only expresses
temporality when placed somewhere in a song form, such as in A1 or A3 of the AABA
song form, when it assumes the qualities of a beginning or end, respectively. The

18

statement, restatement, departure, and conclusion gestures, on the other hand, express
their own temporal functions. For instance, s and r communicate a sense of beginning
because they state and restate a melodic idea with the support of stable tonicprolongational harmonies; d acts as a middle since it features new melodic and harmonic
material; and c, with its cadential progression and cadence, communicates qualities
indicative of an end.17 Together, s, r, d, and c convey a dynamic journey to and from
phrase-structural, rhythmic, and harmonic stability, which in turn allows the constituent
parts to be classified as formal functions.18
The aabc pattern considered in this study most obviously conforms to the srdc
formal type. Figure 2.1 provides an example of a prototypical 16-bar aabc pattern that
can be labeled as an srdc in mm. 9–24 of Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein’s “A
Cockeyed Optimist,” from South Pacific. In Figure 2.1, the individual gestures of the
aabc pattern perform the four formal functions associated with the 16-bar srdc pattern:
the two a gestures (mm. 9–16) perform the statement and restatement functions because
they state and restate a 4-bar melodic idea with the support of tonic-prolongational
harmonies;19 b (mm. 17–20) performs the departure function because it departs from the
tonic-prolongational harmonies of the first two a gestures and features new melodic

17

See Nobile (2011, 2014).

18

This description of the srdc evokes Agawu’s (1991, 50–72) beginning–middle–end paradigm. In Playing
with Signs, Agawu argues the paradigm, which describes the dynamic motion to and from tonal stability in
Classic music, underlies the construction of late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century music. For
Agawu, beginnings establish a stable context from which to depart. They therefore assume the role of the
subject in a given composition. Middles, on the other hand, introduce newfound instability that must
ultimately be resolved in the ensuing end. Ends accomplish this task by achieving syntactical and rhetorical
closure in the formal structure at hand.
19

Note the tonic and dominant versions of a in mm. 9–12 and mm. 13–16, respectively. In Golden Age
srdc patterns, a will often be presented in tonic and dominant form as a way to prolong tonic in the first
half of the pattern.
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Figure 2.1 “A Cockeyed Optimist,” South Pacific, mm. 9–24: example of a prototypical
aabc pattern.

material; and, c (mm. 21–24) articulates the concluding function because it features a
cadential progression and cadence that signals the end of the four-part structure. In short,
the aabc pattern in mm. 9–24 of “A Cockeyed Optimist” and elsewhere can be classified
as an srdc because the four gestures involved in the four-part pattern perform the four
formal functions associated with the srdc.
The aaa¢b pattern also functions as an srdc pattern. Consider the aaa¢b pattern in
mm. 19–34 of “People Will Say We’re in Love,” from Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein’s Oklahoma!, which is depicted in Figure 2.2. The aaa¢b pattern in mm.
19–34 repeats the initial melodic gesture (a) twice before varying it in mm. 27–30 (a¢); to
be specific, the third melodic gesture (a¢) begins with the same ascending fifth motion
before finally attaining the D5 implied by the first two a gestures in m. 29. This moment
coincides with the motion to the dominant of the dominant (E7), which signals the end of
the pattern’s tonic-prolongational harmonies.20 After a¢, b closes out the pattern with a

20

The a¢ gesture’s harmonic content is the primary determinant for classifying a¢ as d here. When Everett
(1999, 2009) discusses different examples of the srdc throughout The Beatles as Musicians and The

20

Figure 2.2 “People Will Say We’re in Love,” Oklahoma!, mm. 19–34: example of a
prototypical aaa¢b pattern.

cadential pattern and cadence in mm. 31–34. Within the four-part pattern, the first two a
gestures perform the formal functions of statement and restatement because they repeat a
melodic idea with the support of tonic prolongational harmonies. a¢ articulates the srdc’s
departure function because it alters the pattern’s initial melodic idea to achieve the
pattern’s melodic goal in m. 29. Lastly, b performs the concluding function since it
features a cadential progression and cadence. Since the four gestures of the aaa¢b pattern
in “People Will Say We’re in Love” and countless other songs perform the formal
functions of statement, restatement, departure, and conclusion, the structure can be
interpreted as an srdc.21 For the purposes of this study, this type of srdc pattern is labeled
as aaa¢b/srdc since it features three (varied) repetitions of the pattern’s initial melodic

Foundations of Rock, it is implied that harmony is one of the factors that enables a gesture to articulate a
specific formal function. Later authors, including Nobile (2011, 2014), Summach (2011, 2012), and de
Clercq (2012), confirm this implication when they explore the relationship between harmony, form, and
formal function in the pop and rock srdc.
21

The 8- and 16-bar aaa¢b/srdc resembles what Matthew BaileyShea (2004) calls a sentence with
dissolving third statement in instrumental music and what Mark Richards (2011) calls a trifold sentence.
For both scholars, a sentence with an aaa¢b design consists of three statements of a basic idea in which
third statement of the basic idea features a dissolution of the initial melodic idea.

21

idea. Conversely, srdc patterns that follow an aabc design are referred to as srdc
patterns.22

_

In total, a total of 13 srdc and 7 aaa¢b/srdc choruses were identified in the corpus
of Golden Age musicals.23 Because the 16-bar srdc and aaa¢b/srdc choruses are
constructed quite similarly to the 16-bar srdc and aaa¢b/srdc patterns contained within
individual sections of the observed 64-bar AABA choruses, they were observed alongside
those nested srdc patterns.24 To distinguish the nested srdc patterns from those srdc
patterns that function as an entire chorus section, this study labeled the former as either
16-bar srdc or 16-bar aaa¢b/srdc sections and the latter as either 16-bar srdc or 16-bar
aaa¢b/srdc choruses.

2.2.4 8- and 16-bar srdc Sections
The 8- and 16-bar aabc and aaa¢b patterns contained within the observed 32- and
64-bar AABA choruses were also identified as srdc and aaa¢b/srdc sections,
respectively. This study located a total of 52 8-bar srdc patterns, 17 8-bar aaa¢b/srdc
patterns, 36 16-bar srdc sections, and 7 16-bar aaa¢b/srdc sections within the 69 AABA

22

When making generalizations about the srdc, this study is making generalizations about the srdc that has
an aabc design. This study considers the aaa¢b/srdc pattern to be a special type of srdc pattern because it
features three repetitions of the initial s gesture. For this reason, this study regards the aabc and aaa¢b
patterns as similar but not equivalent.
23

The appendix at the end of this thesis lists the songs containing these 16-bar choruses.

24

The 16-bar srdc choruses are grouped with the other srdc patterns (as opposed to the AABA choruses)
because of their musical structure. Like the nested 16-bar srdc patterns contained within the individual
sections of AABA choruses, the 16-bar srdc choruses comprise four 4-bar melodic gestures that ultimately
conclude with a cadence. In contrast, the 32- and 64-bar AABA choruses contain four cadences, one at the
end of each 8- or 16-bar section. Because the observed 16-bar srdc choruses contain only one cadence, they
are compared with their nested counterparts.

22

choruses considered here. In addition, this study also considered and evaluated all of
those 8-bar structures that this study referred to as fused srdc or srd→c patterns. In
musical theater songs, the srd→c is a variant of the 8-bar srdc pattern, consisting of a
statement (s) and restatement (r) of a 2-bar melodic gesture and a fused departure and
conclusion (d→c).25 Figure 2.3 provides a prototypical example of an 8-bar structure that
would be considered a srd→c in this study. The srd→c in Figure 2.3 contains a
statement and restatement of an initial melodic idea, which is then followed by a 4-bar
gesture that compresses the pattern’s departure and conclusion functions into a twomeasure frame (mm. 22–23). Because of this compression, the pattern’s cadence is
articulated in the seventh measure (i.e., m. 23),26 and there is a lack of melodic motion in
the seventh and eighth measures of the 8-bar pattern. In brief, the 8-bar srd→c has three
features that distinguish it from the 8-bar srdc: 1) formal fusion of the departure and
conclusion functions in the second half of the structure, resulting in one 4-bar gesture (as
opposed to two 2-bar gestures) in the latter half of the pattern;27 2) a cadential arrival in
25

The idea of form-functional fusion is drawn from Caplin’s (1998) discussion of sentences containing
fused continuation and cadential functions. Caplin (1998) uses the term “continuation→cadential” to reflect
the fusion of the continuation and cadential functions in the second half of the sentence. Because the srdc’s
departure and conclusion functions are fused in the second half of the srd→c structure, this study uses the
term “srd→c” to refer to 8-bar structures that have fused departure and conclusion functions and the term
“d→c” to refer to the fusion of the departure and conclusion functions in the second half of the srd→c.
26

Due to the expanded harmonic vocabulary used by musical theater composers, the prototypical
definitions of cadences for the perfect authentic, imperfect authentic, and half cadences have been
expanded to encompass a greater number of cadential gestures and harmonies. In this case, an imperfect
authentic cadence occurs because a supertonic triad proceeds to a root-position tonic chord in m. 23.
Section 2.3.1 discusses the definitions for the perfect authentic, imperfect authentic, and half cadences
more in-depth.
27

Mark Richards (2011, 204) identifies three different ways that the continuation and cadential functions
can manifest in the sentence’s continuation phrase: continuation (cadence) (embedded cadence),
continuation/cadence (fused functions), and continuation, cadence (separate functions). The srd→c exhibits
the second option: continuation/cadence (fused functions), since the cadence function comprises the entire
continuation, along with the continuation function. Despite the presence of two formal functions in the
latter half of the srd→c, there is only one 4-bar gesture present. The srd→c therefore only contains three
(literal) gestures: s (2 measures), r (2 measures), and d→c (4 measures). These three gestures, along with
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Figure 2.3 “I Got Sun in the Morning,” Annie Get Your Gun, mm. 18–25: example of a
prototypical srd→c pattern.

the (sixth or) seventh measure of the 8-bar pattern; and 3) melodic stasis in the seventh
and eighth measures of the 8-bar structure.28 A total of 19 srd→c patterns were identified
in the 69 AABA choruses. (A list of where all of these structures are located can be found
in the appendix.)

2.3

Determining the Recursive Properties of srdc Structures

2.3.1 Determining the Characteristic Properties of 8- and 16-bar srdc Patterns
The primary goal of this thesis is to determine how and why the 32- and 64-bar
AABA song forms might be considered to function as large-scale SRDC patterns. To
arrive at this goal, the characteristic properties of 8- and 16-bar srdc structures first had

the formal fusion in the latter half of the pattern, are what distinguish the 8-bar srd→c from the 8-bar srdc,
which contains four 2-bar gestures.
28

Even though the srd→c pattern is not a four-part pattern like the srdc, this study thought it important to
include these 8-bar structures in its survey since these 8-bar structures occur so frequently in Golden Age
musical theater songs. As the results in Chapter 3 will show, the srd→c pattern exhibits many of the same
characteristic properties as the 8- and 16-bar srdc, including fragmentation and the emphasis of non-tonic
harmonies during d or d→c.
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to be ascertained, since these patterns serve as the given or constant in this study. A series
of questions were therefore asked of all the srdc, aaa¢b/srdc, and srd→c patterns
identified in this study’s corpus. These questions were divided among the four parts of
the srdc and aimed to elucidate how the identified patterns performed the srdc’s four
formal functions in Golden Age musical theater songs. The questions were as follows:
Questions regarding s
1.  What harmony begins s?
2.   Is the initial harmony in s tonic-prolongational?
3.   Is s tonic-prolongational?
Questions regarding r
4.  What harmony begins r?
5.   Is the initial harmony in r tonic-prolongational?
6.   Is r tonic-prolongational?
7.   Does r repeat or vary the melodic idea presented in s?
Questions regarding d and d→c
8. What harmony begins d or d→c?
9. Does d or d→c feature fragmentation?
10.  Does d or d→c feature harmonic acceleration?
11. Does d or d→c feature an increase in surface rhythmic activity?
12.  Does d or d→c feature a harmonic sequence?
13.  Does d or d→c emphasize non-tonic harmonies?
Questions regarding c
14.  Is there a cadential progression in c?
15.  Is there a cadence at the end of the srdc or srd→c? If so, what is it?
Many of the questions listed above are self-explanatory; however, some still require
further clarification. Question #2 and #5, for example, ask whether the initial harmony in
s or r is tonic-prolongational. Harmonies at the beginning of s and r were considered to
be tonic-prolongational if they were either 1) tonic chords that were subsequently
expanded by other tonic or non-tonic harmonies or 2) subdominant or dominant chords

25

that lead to (prolonged) tonic harmonies in the latter half of s or r.
Questions #9 through #13 address the presence (or absence) of different
momentum-building procedures in d.29 To see how the momentum-building procedures
of fragmentation, harmonic acceleration, acceleration in surface rhythmic activity, and
harmonic sequence manifest in Golden Age srdc patterns, this thesis adapts William
Caplin’s (1998) definitions for analogous loosening techniques in eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century instrumental sentences. For Question #9, d and d→c were determined
to feature fragmentation if the two-measure or four-measure melodic units in s and r were
broken down into smaller units in either d or d→c. The srdc pattern in mm. 17–25 of
“Without You,” from My Fair Lady, provides a prototypical example of how phrasestructural fragmentation can arise in a Golden Age srdc pattern (see Figure 2.4). In this
srdc, phrase-structural fragmentation occurs in d because the 2-bar melodic units of s and
r are broken into 1-bar melodic units in mm. 21–23 of the 8-bar structure.
The srdc in “Without You” (Figure 2.4) also serves to explain how the momentumbuilding devices of harmonic acceleration, increase in surface rhythmic activity, and
harmonic sequence (in Questions #10, #11, and #12) can appear during d. Caplin (1998,
41) defines harmonic acceleration as an increase in the rate at which harmonies change
“at the level of the idea unit.” For the purposes of this study, the rate of harmonic change
at the level of the idea unit was defined as the rate at which

29

Summach (2011) refers to processes that build momentum within the verse–prechorus–chorus and verse–
chorus song forms in pop and rock music as momentum-building devices. He finds that pop and rock srdc
patterns often feature the momentum-building devices of fragmentation, harmonic acceleration, and the
emphasis of the subdominant during d. Because the term “momentum-building procedures” immediately
captures the function of the processes at hand and is not laden with heavy theoretical baggage, this study
adopts the term to describe the acceleration procedures that take place in d and d→c in Golden Age srdc
patterns.
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Figure 2.4 “Without You,” My Fair Lady, mm. 17–25: example of how the momentumbuilding procedures of fragmentation, harmonic acceleration, increase in surface
rhythmic activity, and harmonic sequence can arise during d.

harmonies change at the surface level in s and r. Harmonic acceleration thus takes place
in d in Figure 2.4 because the harmonies change every two beats in d as opposed to once
every one to two bars in s and r.
The third momentum-building procedure, the increase in surface rhythmic activity,
was perhaps the most difficult to define because of the limitations of the voice; namely,
these limitations make it difficult for d or d→c to develop in the same ways that a
continuation or continuation→cadential phrase can in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
instrumental sentences. To be sensitive to these limitations, Caplin’s (1998) definition for
the increase in surface rhythmic activity in d or d→c was slightly amended. An increase
in rhythmic activity in the d or d→c was thus defined as a 33 percent or more increase in
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the number of note onsets during either d or d→c.30 Once again, consider the srdc in
“Without You” in Figure 2.4. The srdc in mm. 17–25 features an increase in rhythmic
activity because d breaks down the dotted half notes in mm. 19 and 21 into quarter notes
and eighth notes in mm. 22–23, which produces a 33-percent increase in the number of
note onsets in d.
Harmonic sequence was defined here as the subsequent repetition of a progression
of two or more consecutive harmonies at another pitch level in either d or d→c. Figure
2.4 highlights the harmonic (and melodic) sequence in mm. 22–23 of “Without You.”
Here the ascending-fourth bass motion embedded within the Dm-to-G7 chord progression
in m. 22 is transposed up a major second in m. 23, which generates a harmonic sequence
in d. A complementary melodic sequence in mm. 21–23 is produced when the melodic
gesture from beat 4 of m. 21 to beat 3 of m. 22 is transposed up a major second in the
subsequent melodic gesture, which spans from beat 4 of m. 22 to beat 3 of m. 23. In
short, mm. 22–24 in Figure 2.4 demonstrates that a harmonic sequence, at its most basic,
requires an exact transposition of two or more consecutive harmonies.
The emphasis on non-tonic harmonies in d or d→c mentioned in Question #13 is a
parameter adapted from Jay Summach (2011). Summach (2011) argues that the emphasis
of the subdominant during d is one of the most typical optional features of the third
gesture, since it occurs in 52 percent of his observed pop and rock srdc patterns. Because
d and d→c in Golden Age srdc, aaa¢b/srdc, and srd→c patterns tend to feature a wider
variety of chords than d in pop and rock srdc patterns, this study does not limit itself to

30

This study uses a percentage to determine if there is an increase in surface rhythmic activity because the
vocal line is unable to divide up into smaller note values as easily as, say, an eighteenth- or nineteenthcentury instrumental line.
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the emphasis of the subdominant during d. Instead, this study expands Summach’s (2011)
optional feature to include all those non-tonic harmonies that may be emphasized during
d or d→c. Thus, if d or d→c featured non-tonic (and non-tonic prolongational)
harmonies for more than 50 percent of either d or d→c, then d or d→c was considered to
emphasize non-tonic harmonies.
Regarding Question #13, cadences were defined as follows: half cadences are
cadences that end on V or V7;31 imperfect authentic cadences are those closing gestures
that involve a root-position dominant (seventh) chord moving to a root-position tonic
harmony, with either scales degree ^3 or ^5 in the melody line; and perfect authentic
cadences are those cadences that feature a root-position dominant (seventh) chord
moving to a root-position tonic chord, with ^1 in the melody line.32 Since the harmonic
syntax of musical theater is much looser than that of the common-practice period, the
definition of the imperfect authentic cadence was expanded to also include all closing
gestures that involve a non-root-position dominant (seventh) chord or a dominantsubstitute chord (for example, a bVII chord) moving to a root-position tonic chord.33 For

31

Caplin (2009, 70) states that the half cadence in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century instrumental music
involves a cadential progression to a root-position dominant triad, thus excluding the dominant-seventh
chord. However, due to the expanded harmonic vocabulary of Broadway composers in the 1940s and
1950s, Caplin’s definition of the half cadence must be expanded to accommodate cadential progressions to
root-position dominant seventh chords.
32

Everett (2009) argues that there are only three basic types of cadences in rock music: the full cadence, the
half cadence, and the deceptive cadence. While Everett follows Caplin’s (2009) definitions for the half and
deceptive cadence, he conflates Caplin (2009)’s definitions for the imperfect and perfect authentic cadence
in his (Everett’s) definition of the full cadence. For Everett, the full cadence involves, at its simplest, a V
chord moving to a I chord. Since musical theater composers of the 1940s and 1950s show a strong
awareness of melodic scale degrees, this study chooses to use Caplin’s (2009) definitions for the perfect,
imperfect, and half cadence, as opposed to Everett’s definitions for different types of cadences in a more
contemporary style.
33

See Hoffman (2011).
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the purposes of this thesis, half cadences were defined as tonally open and imperfect and
perfect authentic cadences as tonally closed. Half cadences are considered to be tonally
open because they do not comprise a root-position tonic chord. By contrast, imperfect
and perfect authentic cadences are considered tonally closed, since they consist of a rootposition tonic chord, the most stable of harmonies.
In addition to these questions, this study also completed a general Roman-numeral
and functional analysis of the corpus of srdc patterns, so that their general harmonic
structure could eventually be compared to those of the observed AABA song forms. In
these Roman-numeral analyses, the harmonic functions involved in the T–PD–D–T
phrase model were tracked in the surveyed 8- and 16-bar srdc and aaa¢b/srdc patterns.
Figure 2.5, which reproduces the 9-bar srdc from A3 of the AABA chorus “Younger
Than Springtime,” provides a sample analysis of an srdc pattern that features all three
harmonic functions: tonic, predominant, and dominant. In Figure 2.5, the tonic function is
prolonged for five measures until m. 59, whereby the predominant function takes over
with the D-minor chord. The dominant function arrives in m. 61 with the C-majordominant-ninth-chord, and the phrase returns to tonic in m. 62. Notice how the
(suspended) G-major chord in m. 60 here is labeled as a predominant. In this study, all
secondary dominants were considered to be intensifications of diatonic predominant
harmonies.34 The functional analysis of Figure 2.5 thus demonstrates how this study
subsumed all harmonies into one of three functional categories (i.e., tonic, predominant,
and dominant) to ascertain to the basic harmonic structure of the observed srdc patterns.

34

Using this principle, the G-major chord in m. 60 is interpreted as a chromaticized version of the diatonic
G-minor (ii) chord that normally appears on ^2 in the context of F major in Figure 2.3.2
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Figure 2.5 “Younger Than Springtime,” South Pacific, mm. 54–62: example of a sample
Roman-numeral and functional analysis of a 16-bar srdc pattern; T stands for tonic and
tonic-prolongational harmonies, PD for predominant harmonies, and D for structural
dominant harmonies.

2.3.2  Determining the Characteristic Properties of 32- and 64-bar AABA Song
Forms
To ascertain which features of the small-scale srdc might be replicated at higher
levels of structure within the individual sections of the AABA song form, a similar set of
corresponding questions were asked for each section contained within the observed 32and 64-bar AABA choruses. Because the individual sections comprise specific phrase
patterns, such as 8- and 16-bar srdc patterns and periods, and conclude with a single
cadence, most of the questions for the small-scale srdc patterns from Section 2.4 were
adapted to account for the construction of the AABA song form. Like the questions for
the srdc patterns, the questions for the 32- and 64-bar AABA choruses were partitioned
according to the structure’s four constituent parts, so that the parallels between the two
structures could be better ascertained.
The following questions were asked about each 32- and 64-bar AABA chorus in
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this study’s corpus:
Questions regarding A1
1.   What harmony begins the first A section (A1)?
2.   What cadence concludes the first A section (A1)? (Note if this cadence is in
another key or mode.)
Questions regarding A2
3.   What harmony begins the second A section (A2)?
4.   What cadence concludes the second A section (A2)? (Note if this cadence is in
another key or mode.)
5.   Does A2 repeat or vary the melodic material presented in A1?
Questions regarding B
6.   What harmony begins the B section (B)?
7.   What cadence concludes the B section (B)? (Note if this cadence is in another key
or mode.)
8.   Does the B section feature fragmentation?
9.   Does the B section feature an acceleration in harmonic rhythm?
10.  Does the B section feature an increase in surface rhythmic activity?
11.  Does the B section feature a harmonic sequence?
12.  Does the B section emphasize non-tonic harmonies?
13.  What is the shape of the B section’s closing melodic gesture?
Questions regarding A3
14.  What harmony begins the final A section (A3)?
15.  What cadence concludes the final A section (A3)? (Note if this cadence is in
another key or mode.)
16.  Is the progression to this final cadence expanded in any way so that it is
substantially longer than any other cadence in the chorus?
17.  Does this final cadence occur on or above the tonic scale degree in the singer’s
upper register?
The questions listed above aim to uncover those features that tend to recur at higher
levels of structure in the AABA song form. The questions regarding beginning harmonies
and the cadences that conclude each section, for example, are included to see if the
AABA song form exhibits a similar harmonic structure to the small-scale srdc. In
contrast, Questions #8–12 seek to determine whether B builds momentum in the song
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form in ways analogous to d.
The global momentum-building procedures mentioned in Questions #8–12 need be
further explained, since they carry definitions different from those momentum-building
procedures that appear at the more local level during d in 8- and 16-bar srdc patterns.
(Because their effect is much more immediate and is confined to the bounds of the
overarching srdc pattern, the momentum-building procedures that arise during d are
heretofore described as local.) The B sections from Cole Porter’s “Too Darn Hot” and
Rodgers and Hammerstein’s “The Surrey with the Fringe on Top,” which are depicted in
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 respectively, will serve to explain how fragmentation, increase in
surface rhythmic activity, acceleration in harmonic rhythm, and harmonic sequence can
appear as global acceleration procedures, which are devices that increase the sense of
forward momentum within the overall AABA song form during B.
To begin, fragmentation once again means the breaking down of melodic units into
smaller melodic segments. For B to feature fragmentation within the overall scope of the
AABA song form, the first four measures of B must somehow fragment the first four
measures of A1. B can do this, for example, by breaking down A1’s initial 4-bar melodic
gesture into 2-bar melodic gestures, which is what happens in the AABA chorus of “Too
Darn Hot” (Figure 2.6). In this chorus, A1 is a 16-bar srdc pattern (mm. 21–36) that
features a 4-bar grouping structure in s (mm. 21–24) and r (mm. 25–28). To introduce
melodic contrast into the song form, the first four measures of B (mm. 38–41) break
down the 4-bar melodic grouping structure of s in A1 (mm. 21–24) into a 2 + 2 (4-bar)
melodic gesture. This 2 + 2 grouping structure in mm. 38–41, however, may be better
described as a 1 + 1 + 2 grouping structure, since the first two measures of B break down
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Figure 2.6 “Too Darn Hot,” Kiss Me, Kate, mm. 17–52: example of how fragmentation
and increase in surface rhythmic activity can appear as global momentum-building
procedures in B; in this example only the A1 and B sections are pictured.
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Figure 2.7 “The Surrey with the Fringe on Top,” Oklahoma!, mm. 17–24 and 33–40:
example of how harmonic acceleration and harmonic sequence can appear as global
momentum-building procedures in B; in this example only the A1 and B sections are
pictured.

the 2-bar “It’s too darn hot” motive from the refrain (mm. 17–20) into smaller note values
(i.e., quarter notes instead of half notes). Global fragmentation thus occurs in B because
the first four measures of B progress through melodic segments at a much quicker rate
than the first four measures of A1.
Some may argue that presence of melodic fragmentation in B may contradict
Everett’s (1999, 2009) definition for the srdc and—by extension—the large-scale SRDC,
since d is supposed to provide motivic contrast. While this argument does have some
validity, it does not deny the fact that motivic development (in the form of melodic
fragmentation) does introduce melodic (and motivic) contrast into the song form. It is a
weaker form of contrast, seeing that it does not introduce new melodic or motivic
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material; but it is contrast nonetheless. Given the flexibility of Everett’s definition for the
four-part structure, motivic contrast can be argued to encompass wide spectrum of
melodic material in B, from the development of existing motives to the introduction of
new ones.
A global increase in surface rhythmic activity can occur in B if there is a 33 percent
increase or more in the number of note onsets during the first four measures of B. To
determine whether B features an increase in surface rhythmic activity, the first four
measures of B were compared to the first four measures of A1. Once again, consider the
B section from Cole Porter’s “Too Darn Hot,” which is depicted in Figure 2.6. Including
the pickup, the first four measures of B (mm. 38–41) contain 17 distinct note onsets, a 55
percent increase from the 11 note onsets in the first four measures of A1 (mm. 21–24).
Because there is substantial increase in the number of note onsets in the first four
measures of B, the section can be considered to feature a global increase in surface
rhythmic activity.
B can also exhibit an acceleration in harmonic rhythm if the harmonic rhythm of
the first four measures of B is at least twice as fast as the harmonic rhythm in the first
four measures of A1. Again, this study defines harmonic rhythm as the rate at which
harmonies change at the level of the idea unit, which, in the case of A1 and B, is defined
as the first four measures of A1 and B, respectively. The B section from Rodgers and
Hammerstein’s “The Surrey with the Fringe on Top” in Figure 2.7 provides a typical
example of how B can feature an acceleration in harmonic rhythm. The first four
measures of B (mm. 33–36) increase the harmonic rhythm from one chord per every four
bars in A1 (and A2) to one chord per bar in B, which in turn generates forward
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momentum within the song form.
The fourth momentum-building procedure that can occur in B is the harmonic
sequence. For the purposes of this study, a harmonic sequence in B was defined as the
subsequent restatement of given set of harmonies at a different pitch level. The B section
from “The Surrey with the Fringe on Top” once again demonstrates how such a
compositional device can arise during B (see Figure 2.7); namely, a harmonic sequence
materializes in Figure 2.7 when the string of harmonies in mm. 33–36 are transposed up
by a major second in mm. 37–40. In this chorus and countless other AABA choruses, the
upward transposition of a select few measures produces a feeling of lift that propels the
song form forward.35
The emphasis of non-tonic harmonies addressed in Question #12 was determined
by analyzing the harmonies in the B section at hand. If more than 50 percent of the
harmonies in B were determined to be non-tonic harmonies that did not prolong the initial
tonic, then the B section was considered to emphasize non-tonic harmonies. The B
section in “The Surrey with the Fringe on Top,” for example, can be interpreted to
emphasize non-tonic harmonies because it exclusively consists of non-tonic
prolongational harmonies. The B section from “Too Darn Hot,” pictured in Figure 2.6, is
an interesting case because it shifts into the major mode for the entirety of the B section.
This study determined that such a shift can be regarded as an emphasis of non-tonic
harmonies since it introduces harmonic contrast into the song form.
Questions #16 and 17 aim to identify two salient features that may make the
35

Examples of songs with AABA choruses that contain an upward harmonic sequence in B include “Those
were the Good Old Days” from Damn Yankees; “Take Back Your Mink” from Guys and Dolls; “I Could
Have Danced All Night” and “On the Street Where You Live” from My Fair Lady; “A Wonderful Guy”
from South Pacific; and “I’m Not at All in Love” from The Pajama Game.
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cadence in A3 feel significantly more conclusive than the cadences that came beforehand:
an expanded cadential progression and a cadence that occurs on or above the tonic scale
degree in the singer’s upper register. Regarding the former, the final cadential
progression in A3 was compared to the cadential progressions concluding A1 and A2. If
the cadential progression in A3 was longer (in terms of mensural duration) than those
cadential progressions in A1 and A2, then it was classified as expanded.36 A cadence that
occurs on or above the tonic scale degree in the singer’s upper register was defined as an
imperfect or perfect authentic cadence on or above tonic scale degree at the top of the
ascending major or minor scale associated with the song’s primary key.37 For a cadence
to exhibit such a feature, the cadence must also have an expressive transfer in vocal
register. A3 in “The Surrey with the Fringe on Top” would not be considered to display
this characteristic because the entire chorus revolves around A4. A3 in “People Will Say
We’re in Love,” depicted in Figure 2.8, however, would be deemed to feature a cadence
on the upper tonic. The perfect authentic cadence on D5 in m. 65 is approached through
descending stepwise motion from F#5, the melodic apex of the chorus, which makes it
decidedly more conclusive than the other half and perfect authentic cadences in the
AABA chorus. In short, the final cadence on or above tonic scale degree in A3 requires
that the final note in the vocal line be involved in a dynamic register transfer that exudes
the theatricality of the musical theater style.
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In “The Surrey with the Fringe on Top,” A3 contains an expanded cadential progression because the
two-measure cadential gesture in both A1 (mm. 23–24) and A2 (mm. 31–32) is expanded to five measures
in length in A3 (mm. 47–51).
37

The imperfect authentic cadence is included as a cadence choice here because there may be an inverted
dominant or dominant substitute in the final cadential progression. Furthermore, the melody line may
ultimately end on ^3 or ^5 instead of ^1. In both cases, the expressive register transfer allows for the
cadence to sound more conclusive than if it occurred on a scale degree lower in the singer’s tessitura.
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Figure 2.8 “People Will Say We’re in Love,” Oklahoma!, mm. 59–66: example of how
a cadence on the upper tonic manifests in A3.

2.4

Summary
In conclusion, this study sought to document and observe all those properties and

compositional devices that might be replicated in both the 8- and 16- bar srdc patterns
and 32- and 64-bar AABA song forms. By examining and recording all those properties
and devices that might be recursive at multiple levels of structure, this study was able to
uncover many shared features that would suggest the AABA song form does indeed
function as a large-scale SRDC pattern in Golden Age musical theater songs. Chapter 3
discusses the results from the questions posed in this chapter, and Chapter 4 compares
these results in a discussion of the srdc’s recursive properties. Chapter 2, presented here,
thus serves as the reference source for the entire work, supplying the definitions,
terminology, and methodology necessary to understand the data and analyses offered in
later chapters of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 3
CORPUS STUDY RESULTS

3.1

Introduction
Chapter 3 reviews the results of a corpus study of srdc patterns and AABA song

forms in 89 Golden Age musical theater songs. Using the methodologies discussed in
Chapter 2, Section 3.2 discusses the characteristic properties of 8- and 16-bar srdc
patterns and other related structures. Specifically, Section 3.2 focuses on the ways in
which the srdc’s four formal functions result from both harmonic and melodic processes.
While overviewing these various processes, Section 3.2 highlights those that contribute to
the pattern’s strong teleological drive. Section 3.3 then closes out the discussion on the 8and 16-bar srdc pattern by relating the data in the corpus study to the extant scholarship
on the srdc and sentence.
After surveying the characteristic properties of 8- and 16-bar srdc patterns, Section
3.4 proceeds to discuss the typical features of the 32- and 64-bar Golden Age AABA
song forms. By surveying the results of a corpus study of 69 AABA song forms, Section
3.4 proposes a list of characteristic features for each section within the song form. In each
list, special emphasis is placed on both melodic and harmonic elements. Section 3.4 also
plays close attention to the frequency at which different acceleration procedures can
occur during B. Since the goal of the corpus study is to uncover one or more structural
parallels between a specific phrase pattern and an entire song form, Section 3.4 attempts
to highlight those acceleration procedures that have the potential to recur at multiple
levels of structure. Section 3.5 then closes out the chapter with a discussion of the AABA
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song form’s most characteristic properties.

3.2

Characteristic Properties of 8- and 16-bar srdc Patterns

3.2.1 Tonic-Prolongational Properties of s and r
In the surveyed corpus of 8- and 16-bar srdc patterns, s and r were consistently
observed to be tonic-prolongational structures. After documenting the harmonic layout of
s, r, and d for both 8- and 16-bar srdc patterns, three functional prototypes emerged.
Table 3.1 illustrates the three prototypical harmonic plans of s, r, and d in the surveyed 8and 16-bar srdc patterns. In Table 3.1, T stands for tonic and tonic-prolongational
harmonies, PD for predominant harmonies, D for dominant harmonies, s for the
statement gesture, r for the restatement gesture, and d for the departure gesture. When
two functions appear in one column, it indicates that both functions appear within the
given gesture in the order listed in the column.
Table 3.1 demonstrates that the prolongation of tonic is most often contained within
the confines of s and r. Figure 3.1 shows how this characteristic property arises in the 16bar srdc pattern in mm. 63–78 of Cole Porter’s “Tom, Dick, or Harry” from Kiss Me,
Kate. In this srdc pattern, the tonic-prolongational harmonies are restricted to s and r in
mm. 63–70. Table 3.1 also indicates the prolongation of tonic can occasionally be
extended or cut short. In mm. 85–100 of Rodgers and Hammerstein’s “A Wonderful
Guy” (Figure 3.2), for example, the prolongation of tonic in s and r (mm. 85–92) is
extended into the first half of d (mm. 93–94). Conversely, the prolongation of tonic is cut
short in the third 16-bar srdc chorus (mm. 25–39) of Frank Loesser’s “I’ll Know,” from
Guys and Dolls (Figure 3.3). In this chorus, the initial inverted tonic chord in m. 25 is
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Table 3.1 Harmonic structure of s, r, and d in 8- and 16-bar srdc patterns; T stands for
tonic and tonic-prolongational harmonies, PD for predominant harmonies, D for
dominant harmonies, s for the statement gesture, r for the restatement gesture, and d for
the departure gesture.
s

r

d

Frequency of occurrence,
n=101

T

T

PD or D

49%

T

T

T to PD or D

32%

T

T to PD or D

PD or D

19%

prolonged through harmonies that cycle through the T–PD–D–T phrase model in mm.
25–30. The melody, which outlines the A-major tonic triad and hovers around E or ^5,
also reinforces the tonic-prolongational harmonies in mm. 25–30. The prolongation of
tonic in s and r is interrupted when the B-sharp diminished seventh chord in m. 31
initiates a progression to the dominant in mm. 33, the beginning of d. Another way to
interpret this passage is to hear the chromatic ascending bass line to the V chord in m. 33
as a prolongation of the V7 chord that appears on beat 3 of m. 30. In either case, the
chromatic progression (and melodic sequence) in mm. 31–32 signals the end of s and r’s
tonic-prolongational harmonies and the pattern’s movement into a new harmonic area.
These tonic-prolongational harmonies, be they confined to or extended beyond the
bounds of s and r, always accompany the repetition or slight variation of a two- or fourbar melodic idea in the first four or eight measures of the observed srdc patterns. The
srdc patterns depicted in Figure 3.1 to 3.3 demonstrate how the first and second gestures
in the fifty-two srdc patterns consistently state and restate a melodic idea with the
support of tonic-prolongational harmonies, which comprise the majority of harmonies in
both s and r. They consequently validate why the first two gestures are felicitously
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Figure 3.1 “Tom, Dick, or Harry,” Kiss Me, Kate, mm. 63–78: example of how tonic
prolongation can be contained within s and r in a 16-bar srdc pattern.

Figure 3.2 “A Wonderful Guy,” South Pacific, mm. 85–100: example of how the
prolongation of tonic can be extended into d in a 16-bar srdc pattern.
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Figure 3.3 “I’ll Know,” Guys and Dolls, mm. 25–39: example of how the prolongation
of tonic can be cut short in r in a 16-bar srdc pattern.

termed s and r—statement and restatement, respectively.
In sum, gestures that were identified as s and r in this study’s corpus of srdc
patterns were frequently found to be supported by tonic-prolongational harmonies.
Within each of the surveyed patterns, the tonic-prolongational harmonies could either fit
within or extend beyond the bounds of s and r, which repeated or slightly varied a single
melodic idea. In all the observed cases, the tonic-prolongational harmonies were
determined to be the most important harmonies of s and r, making them defining features
of the two initial gestures.

3.2.2 Elements of Contrast and Conclusion in d and c
The results from the undertaken corpus study reveal that d frequently exhibits at
least one of the following four features in 8- and 16-bar Golden Age srdc patterns:
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fragmentation, harmonic acceleration, rhythmic acceleration, and/or the emphasis of nontonic harmonies. Table 3.2 displays the relative frequency at which each of these and
other less common local momentum-building procedures occur in d or d→c in this
study’s corpus of 8- and 16-bar srdc, aaa¢b/srdc, and srd→c patterns.
Table 3.2 shows how three out of the four compositional devices that both Caplin
(1998) and BaileyShea (2004) identify—fragmentation, harmonic acceleration, and
increase in rhythmic activity—occur with moderate frequency in both 8- and 16-bar srdc
patterns. Out of the four compositional devices, fragmentation tends to appear most often
in 8- and 16-bar srdc patterns. Harmonic sequence, on the other hand, occurs least often.
This finding makes sense given the srdc’s close relationship with the eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century sentence. Indeed, harmonic sequence is the compositional device that
appears the least often in Caplin’s (1998, 42) corpus of eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury sentences. It therefore follows that harmonic sequence would also be the least
common compositional device in this study’s corpus of srdc patterns.
The sixth column in Table 3.2 reveals perhaps the most characteristic feature of the
d gesture in this corpus of srdc patterns, which is the emphasis of non-tonic harmonies.
Frequently, this emphasis begins when d initiates on a non-tonic harmony. As Table 3.3
demonstrates, predominant harmonies begin d in a plurality of cases with dominant
harmonies coming in at a distant second. Combined, predominant and dominant
harmonies begin d (or d→c) with a non-tonic harmony 57 to 89 percent of the time in all
the srdc pattern variants.
This characteristic movement away from tonic at the beginning of d is usually
continued into the second half of the gesture. Table 3.4 indicates the high frequency at
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Table 3.2 Frequency at which different momentum-building procedures occur in d or
d→c in 8-bar and 16-bar srdc, aaa¢b/srdc, and srd→c patterns.
Pattern type

Fragmentation

Harmonic
acceleration

Increase in
surface
rhythmic
activity

Harmonic
sequence

Emphasis of
non-tonic
harmonies

8-bar srdc,
n=52

48%

36%

40%

13%

81%

8-bar
aaa¢b/srdc,
n=17

0%

0%

0%

0%

82%

8-bar srd→c,
n=19

26%

16%

37%

0%

95%

16-bar srdc
section,
n=36

22%

50%

31%

17%

94%

16-bar srdc
chorus,
n=13

46%

31%

15%

38%

92%

16-bar
aaa¢b/srdc
section,
n=7

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

16-bar
aaa¢b/srdc
chorus,
n=7

14%

0%

14%

0%

71%

which d was observed to conclude with a predominant or dominant harmony in different
srdc patterns. As Table 3.4 shows, d will almost always close with either a predominant
or dominant harmony regardless of whether the gesture begins on or off tonic.
Occasionally, the concluding predominant or dominant harmony in d will initiate
the srdc’s cadential progression. Consider the 8-bar srdc pattern in mm. 19–26 of
“Something Wonderful,” from Rodgers and Hammerstein’s The King and I, depicted in
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Table 3.3 Frequency at which different harmonies or harmonic functions begin either d
or d→c in 8- and 16-bar srdc, aaa¢b/srdc, and srd→c patterns.
Pattern
type

Subdominant
(IV)

Predominant
(II, IV, VI)

Dominant
(V)

Non-tonic
(NT)

Tonic
(I)

8-bar srdc,
n=52

15%

48%

19%

71%

29%

8-bar
aaa¢b/srdc,
n=17

7%

33%

47%

76%

24%

8-bar srd→c,
n=19

21%

42%

42%

89%

11%

16-bar srdc
section,
n=36

14%

49%

29%

77%

23%

16-bar srdc
chorus,
n=13

15%

30%

30%

62%

38%

16-bar
aaa¢b/srdc
section,
n=7

57%

57%

0%

57%

43%

16-bar
aaa¢b/srdc
chorus,
n=7

57%

57%

29%

86%

14%

Figure 3.4. The d gesture begins on a tonic harmony in m. 23 and then proceeds to a
predominant harmony (IV6) in m. 24 that launches the pattern’s cadential progression.
Now compare the d and c gestures in mm. 23–26 of “Something Wonderful” to the d and
c gestures in mm. 52–59 of Lerner and Loewe’s “On the Street Where You Live” (Figure
3.5). The 16-bar srdc’s cadential progression does not begin until the D7 chord, the
dominant of the dominant, arrives in m. 56 at the start of c. While this chord may be
considered to conclude the prolongation of the D-minor chord (a predominant) in m. 52,
it primarily functions to initiate the pattern’s cadential progression. This function of
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Table 3.4 Frequency at which d concludes with a predominant or dominant harmony in
8- and 16-bar srdc and aaa¢b/srdc patterns.
Pattern type

Frequency at which d
concludes with a predominant
or dominant harmony

8-bar srdc,
n=51

86%

8-bar aaa¢b/srdc,
n=17

88%

16-bar srdc section,
n=36

100%

16-bar srdc chorus,
n=13

100%

16-bar aaa¢b/srdc section,
n=7

100%

16-bar aaa¢b/srdc chorus,
n=7

85%

Figure 3.4 “Something Wonderful,” The King and I, mm. 19–26: example of how the
srdc’s cadential progression can be initiated in d.
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Figure 3.5 “On the Street Where You Live,” My Fair Lady, mm. 43–59: example of how
the srdc’s cadential progression can begin in c.

course contrasts the role that the D-minor chord plays in m. 52. Here, the D-minor chord
functions to introduce harmonic contrast into the pattern and lead the srdc into a new,
unstable tonal area. The srdc in “On the Street Where You Live” thus shows how the
pattern’s cadential progression will initiate at the beginning of c, if it does not start earlier
in d. In sum, the srdc patterns in “Something Wonderful” and “On the Street Where You
Live” demonstrate three consistent findings: 1) the srdc’s final cadential progression will
either start in either d or c depending on the composition of the pattern; 2) c will always
be a gesture that completes the cadential progression and articulates the cadence at the
end of the pattern; and 3) d and c are always the two gestures that initiate the departure
away from and the return to stability in the four-part srdc.
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3.3

Discussion of the Corpus Study Results for the 8- and 16-bar srdc Patterns

3.3.1 Commonalities and Differences between the Golden Age srdc and the
Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century Sentence and the Pop and Rock srdc
Because this thesis uses definitions drawn from the literature on the eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century sentence and the pop and rock srdc to identify different harmonic,
phrase-structural, and rhythmic processes at work in the surveyed corpus of Golden Age
srdc patterns, it follows that many of these same processes would be found in the
observed srdc patterns. What is therefore interesting about these findings is not that these
various processes appear in convincing numbers, but that the definitions for these
individual processes taken from other styles—namely, pop/rock and eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century instrumental music—work for srdc structures in the musical theater
style. The viability of these definitions—as seen through the conclusive statistics in
Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2—confirms this chapter’s implicit assumption that the Golden
Age srdc functions quite similarly to the pop and rock srdc and eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century sentence, albeit with a few critical exceptions.
The Golden Age srdc is quite similar to the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
instrumental sentence in that it contains motivic development in the second half of the
structure. In the Golden Age srdc pattern, motivic development in d and c most often
manifests through the process of fragmentation. The 16-bar srdc in mm. 12–27 of “Get
Me to the Church On Time,” depicted in Figure 3.6, provides the clearest example of how
fragmentation typically occurs. In this 16-bar srdc pattern, the 2-bar melodic fragments
in mm. 20–21 and mm. 22–23 are derived from the first five notes of the 4-bar melodic
gesture in s and are immediately juxtaposed to produce fragmentation
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Figure 3.6 “Get Me to the Church On Time,” My Fair Lady, mm. 12–27: example of
fragmentation in d.

during d. As the srdc in Figure 3.6 so aptly demonstrates, the regular extraction and
repetition of melodic fragments in d (and sometimes c) represents one of the Golden Age
srdc’s strongest connections with the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century sentence.38
The Golden Age srdc pattern, however, diverges from the eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century sentence and the pop and rock srdc in significant ways. The wide
variety of harmonies often featured during d, for example, distinguishes the Golden Age
srdc from the pop and rock srdc, which tends to emphasize the subdominant during d.39
As this thesis’s corpus study has shown, the subdominant is only one of the many
harmonies that can be emphasized during d. Table 3.3 indicates that predominant
harmonies begin d in 8- and 16-bar srdc patterns approximately 30 to 49 percent of the
time, with subdominant chords only beginning d about 14 to 15 percent of all observed

38

For statistics reflecting the frequency with which fragmentation tends to occur in d, see Table 3.2.

39

Summach (2011) finds that the subdominant is emphasized during d 52 percent of the time in his corpus
of pop and rock srdc patterns.
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cases.40 The downplay of the subdominant in the surveyed srdc patterns here can be
easily accounted for by the wider harmonic vocabulary of musical theater.41 Given that
the vocabulary and syntax of the musical-theater style in the 1940s and 1950s is based on
similar items in the common-practice period, it makes sense that a greater number of
predominant (and dominant) chords are emphasized during d in the surveyed srdc
patterns.
The high frequency with which d tends to emphasize non-tonic harmonies allows
us to favor the term “departure” for the third gesture in the four-part pattern. The term
“departure” is preferred over the term “continuation” because it does not require the
gesture to be developmental; that is, the term “departure” only requires the third gesture
to be melodically and/or harmonically contrasting in nature. Moreover, it allows harmony
to guide our interpretation of the pattern, especially in cases where the srdc follows an
aaa¢b or aaba design. In these instances, the presence of predominant or dominant
harmonies in the aaa¢b pattern’s a¢ gesture or cadential harmonies in the aaba pattern’s
final a gesture enables us to interpret these patterns as functioning as srdc structures. The
term “departure” is also preferred here because it allows for the third gesture to exhibit
various speeds of forward motion: on one side of the spectrum, the third gesture (d) can
be a relaxed gesture that only features new melodic and harmonic material, and on the
other side of the spectrum, the third gesture (d) can generate a significant amount of
forward momentum by using various acceleration procedures, such as rhythmic and

40

8- and 16-bar srd→c and aaa¢b/srdc patterns are not included in these statistics, since Summach (2011)
does not include these patterns in his corpus.
41

See Hoffman (2011).
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harmonic acceleration. In short, the term “departure” best captures the characteristic
functioning of the srdc’s third gesture, since it sidesteps the assumptions tied to the term
“continuation” while highlighting the gesture’s contrasting qualities.
The same could be said for the other gestures in srdc pattern. The names for the
first two gestures, for example, literally reflect how there is a statement (s) and
restatement (r) of an initial melodic idea at the beginning of the pattern. Likewise, the
term “conclusion” expresses the final gesture’s role in bringing melodic and harmonic
closure to the four-part pattern.
Depending on the gesture involved, harmony or melody may take precedence in
determining the name and describing the role of the gesture in question. Melody, for
instance, seems to dominate when defining the statement and restatement gestures,
whereas harmony seems to take priority when identifying the departure and conclusion
gestures. These emphases have been implied throughout the previous discussion of the
corpus study results, but have not been made explicit until now. These emphases are
critical in our understanding of the Golden Age srdc because they allow us to classify a
greater number of structures, such as aaa¢b and aaba patterns, as srdc patterns. By
shifting the focus to either harmony or melody at different points in the pattern, these
emphases enable the four gestures of the srdc to distinguish themselves from one another
in highly consistent ways. More importantly, however, these emphases allow the four
gestures to perform the function embodied by their name: statement, restatement,
departure, and conclusion.	
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3.3.2 Teleological Properties of Golden Age srdc Patterns
The data from this thesis’s corpus study shows the 8- and 16-bar srdc in Golden
Age musical theater songs to be a highly teleological structure with strong
correspondences to the eighteenth- and nineteenth century sentence and the srdc in pop
and rock music. Like the sentence and the srdc in pop and rock, the Golden Age srdc
features a strong, goal-directed drive that consistently displays a wave-like pattern of
tension, climax, and release (see Figure 3.7). In the four-part srdc, the tonicprolongational s and r gestures generate tension through their inherent harmonic stasis.
By prolonging tonic and restating the initial melodic idea, s and r effectively set up the
expectation for something different to follow in d. d then satisfies this expectation by
emphasizing non-tonic harmonies and using various momentum-building procedures,
such as fragmentation, harmonic acceleration, and increase in surface rhythmic activity.
Together, these momentum-building procedures and the emphasis on non-tonic
harmonies during d help drive the srdc toward the cadence at the end of c. After d, c
resolves the escalation in tension in d with a cadential progression that concludes with a
cadence.
The number of momentum-building procedures in d will determine the strength of
the srdc pattern’s teleological drive. Because the strength of the pattern’s teleological
drive is a highly subjective matter, only the following principle will be provided: the
more momentum-building procedures contained in d, the stronger the pattern’s
teleological drive will be. Consider the 8-bar srdc patterns in mm. 3–10 of “Just You
Wait” and mm. 1–8 of “Heart” in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, respectively. The 8-bar srdc in
mm. 3–10 of “Just You Wait,” from My Fair Lady, exhibits a rather strong teleological
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Figure 3.7 The srdc’s wave-like pattern of tension, climax, and release.

Figure 3.8 “Just You Wait,” My Fair Lady, mm. 3–10: example of an 8-bar srdc pattern
that has a strong teleological drive.
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Figure 3.9 “Heart,” Damn Yankees, mm. 1–8: example of an 8-bar srdc pattern that has a
weak teleological drive.

drive because it exhibits four momentum-building procedures in d: fragmentation,
harmonic acceleration, increase in surface rhythmic activity, and an emphasis of nontonic harmonies. By way of contrast, the 8-bar srdc in mm. 1–8 of “Heart,” from Damn
Yankees, exhibits a much weaker teleological drive since it only contains two
momentum-building procedures: increase in surface rhythmic activity and an emphasis of
non-tonic harmonies. Though the difference in the number of momentum-building
procedures between the two srdc patterns in “Just You Wait” and “Heart” is small, it is
still significant in determining the relative strength of each pattern’s teleological drive.
This discussion reveals the finding that d serves a twofold purpose: it introduces
contrast into and builds momentum within the four-part pattern. Most often, these
purposes are not mutually exclusive. When d uses the momentum-building procedures of
fragmentation, increase in surface rhythmic activity, harmonic acceleration, and harmonic
sequence, for example, harmonic and melodic contrast is immediately introduced into the
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four-part pattern. Contrast, however, can also be produced through events that do not
necessarily increase the srdc’s forward drive. New melodic material not inspired by any
of the aforementioned momentum-building procedures, for instance, can establish
contrast without accelerating the pace of melodic and harmonic events in the third part of
the pattern. Contrast is thus a consistent attribute of d that includes both momentumbuilding and non-momentum-building procedures, whereas acceleration devices in
different combinations and guises are optional and fluctuating features of d.

3.3.3 Summary of Results
The results show the srdc’s four formal functions to be a product of melodic and
harmonic processes. As this corpus study has demonstrated, s and r are related melodic
ideas that consistently prolong tonic, d is a contrasting melodic idea that regularly departs
from tonic and builds momentum in the four-part pattern, and c is a melodic idea that
initiates and/or completes the pattern’s cadential progression. These findings suggest that
the srdc expresses its four formal functions—statement, restatement, departure, and
conclusion—within a span of three broader formal functions: beginning, middle, and end.
In this interpretation of the pattern, s and r act together as a formal beginning, d as a
middle, and c as an end. By assuming these broader formal functions, the srdc’s four
formal functions express musical temporality, which in turn reaffirms their role as formal
functions in the srdc formal type.
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3.4

Characteristic Properties of the 32-bar and 64-bar AABA Song Forms

3.4.1 Tonic-Prolongational Properties of A1 and A2
The first two A sections were consistently observed to be prolongational structures
in this study’s corpus of 32- and 64-bar AABA song forms. To arrive at this finding, this
study looked at the initial harmonies and concluding cadence types in A1 and A2. Table
3.5 shows the frequency in which A1 and A2 begin with tonic or tonic-prolongational
harmonies in this study’s corpus of AABA song forms; likewise, Tables 3.6 and 3.7
depict the likelihood of different cadence types and combinations in A1 and A2; and
Table 3.8 reproduces the likelihood of different concluding harmonies at the end of A1
and A2. In each of these tables, all the listed cadences and harmonies are in the tonic
key.42
As Tables 3.5 to 3.8 illustrate, the initial two A sections have a strong tendency to
begin and conclude on tonic. Table 3.5, for example, shows that A1 almost always begins
on tonic, and Tables 3.7 and 3.8 demonstrate that A2 consistently concludes with a
cadence that reaffirms the initial tonic harmony. Moreover, Table 3.8 indicates that while
A1 may sometimes close with a half cadence on V or V7, A2 will most often respond to
that half cadence with either a perfect authentic or imperfect authentic cadence that
leaves the section harmonically closed. Seeing that A1 and A2 consistently begin with
tonic or tonic-prolongational harmonies and end with cadences that reaffirm the initial
tonic, A1 and A2 can be considered to be tonic-prolongational structures within the 32and 64-bar AABA song forms.

42

In Tables 3.6 to 3.8, there are only 61 considered sections in each category because there were eight
choruses that did not cadence in the tonic key in either A1 or A2.
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Table 3.5 Likelihood that a tonic or tonic-prolongational harmony begins A1 or A2 in the
32- and 64-bar AABA song forms.
Section type

Likelihood that the section begins on a
tonic or tonic-prolongational harmony

A1, n=69

96%

A2, n=69

93%

Table 3.6 Likelihood of different cadence combinations in A1 and A2 in the 32- and 64bar AABA song forms.
A1 Concluding cadence,
n=61

A2 Concluding cadence,
n=61

Likelihood of cadence
combinations,
n=61

HC

HC

11%

HC

IAC

7%

HC

PAC

18%

IAC

IAC

11%

IAC

PAC

15%

PAC

PAC

33%

Table 3.7 Likelihood of different cadence types at the end of A1 and A2 in the 32- and
64-bar AABA song forms.
Section

HC

IAC

PAC

A1,
n=61

41%

31%

41%

A2,
n=61

15%

21%

75%
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Table 3.8 Likelihood of different concluding harmonies in A1 and A2 in the 32- and 64bar AABA song forms.
A1 Concluding harmony,
n=61

A2 Concluding harmony,
n=61

Likelihood of combination,
n=61

I

I

59%

V

I

25%

V

V

11%

3.4.2 Elements of Contrast and Acceleration in B
The B section was regularly observed to be a section of melodic and harmonic
contrast. Tables 3.9 and Table 3.10 outline how B produces the section’s characteristic
harmonic contrast in this study’s corpus of AABA song forms: Table 3.9 lists the
different harmonic functions that begin B, and Table 3.10 catalogs the frequency with
which B tends to emphasize non-tonic harmonies.43 Table 3.9 demonstrates the strong
tendency for B to begin with non-tonic harmonies and predominant harmonies (i.e., either
a supertonic, subdominant, or submediant chord) in particular. Table 3.10 expands upon
this finding by showing how this characteristic movement away from tonic at the
beginning of B frequently translates into an emphasis of non-tonic harmonies throughout
the entire section.
Other elements of harmonic and melodic contrast in B are produced through global
momentum-building procedures.44 These procedures include: fragmentation, harmonic
acceleration, increase in surface rhythmic activity, harmonic sequence, and emphasis of
43

The emphasis of non-tonic harmonies was defined in Section 2.3.2 as the prolongation of non-tonic
harmonies for more than 50 percent of B.
44

In Section 2.3.2, this study defined global momentum-building procedures as acceleration devices that
increase the strength of the AABA song form’s teleological drive during B.
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Table 3.9 Frequency at which different harmonies and harmonic functions begin B in 32and 64-bar AABA song forms.
Chorus
type

Subdominant Predominant
(IV)
(II, IV, VI)

Dominant
Mediant
Subtonic Non(V)
(III, iii, bIII) (bVII) tonic
(NT)

Tonic: Tonic:
Same Parallel
mode
mode

32-bar
AABA
chorus,
n=44

25%

55%

16%

11%

2%

84%

7%

9%

64-bar
AABA
chorus,
n=25

36%

56%

16%

16%

4%

92%

4%

4%

Total,
n=69

29%

55%

16%

13%

3%

87%

6%

7%

Table 3.10 Frequency at which B tends to emphasize non-tonic harmonies.

Chorus type

Frequency at which B tends to
emphasize non-tonic harmonies in
the chorus type

32-bar
AABA chorus,
n=44

91%

64-bar
AABA chorus,
n=25

100%

Total,
n=69

96%

non-tonic harmonies. Table 3.11 demonstrates the frequency at which each of these
procedures occurs in B in this study’s corpus of AABA song forms. Again, each of these
acceleration devices were redefined for how they might appear in the middle B section
within the grander scheme of the AABA song form. Fragmentation in B was determined
to occur in B when the first four measures of B somehow broke down the 2- or 4-bar
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Table 3.11 Relative frequency at which different momentum-building procedures occur
in B in 32- and 64-bar AABA song forms.
Chorus type

Fragmentation

Harmonic
acceleration

Increase in
surface
rhythmic
activity

Harmonic
sequence

Start
Emphasis of
off-tonic non-tonic
harmonies

32-bar
AABA
chorus,
n=44

22%

36%

25%

23%

84%

91%

64-bar
AABA
chorus,
n=25

36%

40%

32%

28%

100%

100%

Total,
n=69

28%

38%

28%

26%

96%

94%

melodic units in the first four measures of A1. An acceleration of harmonic rhythm in B
was determined to occur when the harmonic rhythm of the first four measures of B was
observed to be at least two times as fast as the harmonic rhythm in the first four measures
of A1. A harmonic sequence in B was deemed to arise when a given harmonic
progression in B was subsequently repeated at a different pitch level. An increase in
surface rhythmic activity was determined to occur when there was a 33 to 100 percent
increase in the number of note onsets during the first four measures of B. In brief, Table
3.11 reveals that these global acceleration procedures are not regular fixtures of B; rather,
they are procedures that can occasionally arise within the section. When they do
manifest, however, these procedures quicken the pace of events within the song form and
increase the song form’s teleological drive.
The ascent to the harmonically open cadence that concludes B is a yet another
momentum-building procedure that can occur. This study identified 32 B sections as
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containing a melodic ascent to the cadence at the end of B.45 In most cases, this cadence
was classified as being harmonically open. Table 3.12 displays the likelihood of different
cadence types at the end of B in the 32- and 64-bar AABA song forms. As Table 3.12
demonstrates, B most often closes with a half cadence in the tonic key in this study’s
corpus of AABA song forms. In addition, Table 3.12 reveals that B can also close with a
cadence in a key other than the tonic or its parallel major or minor mode; however, this
tends to occur far less frequently. Incidentally, the division between the two cadence
types happened to be an 80/20 split for both the 32- and 64-bar AABA song forms. After
reviewing the data, the half cadence in the tonic key was found to conclude B in 35 of the
44 32-bar AABA song forms and 20 of the 25 64-bar AABA song forms.
In sum, the B section consistently features elements of contrast and acceleration in
the surveyed corpus of AABA song forms. The emphasis of non-tonic harmonies remains
the most common feature, whereas global momentum-building procedures, such as
fragmentation and harmonic acceleration, arise from time to time. Furthermore, the
melodic ascent to the half cadence at the end of B functions as an optional momentumbuilding procedure and appears in close to half of the observed B sections. In short, B
regularly displays harmonic contrast that may or may not be enhanced by one or more
momentum-building procedures.

3.4.3 Elements of Structural Closure in A3
By definition, A3 is the last section in the AABA song form. As the final section in
the song form, A3 consistently exhibits one or more of the following features: 1) a return

45

In terms of percentages, this ascent manifests in about 46 percent of the observed B sections.
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Table 3.12 Likelihood of different cadence types at the end of B in the 32- and 64-bar
AABA song forms.
Chorus type

Half cadence in the
tonic key

Half or authentic cadence
in a key other than the
tonic or its parallel major
or minor mode

32-bar AABA chorus,
n=44

80%

20%

64-bar AABA chorus,
n=25

80%

20%

Total,
n=69

80%

20%

to tonic at the beginning of A3, 2) an expanded cadential progression to the authentic
cadence at the end of A3, and 3) a concluding perfect or imperfect authentic cadence on
or above the tonic in the singer’s upper register.46 Regarding the first feature, this study
found that 96 percent of the observed A3 sections began with either a tonic or tonicprolongational harmony. Moreover, this study found that A3 concluded with an expanded
cadential progression that lengthened the cadential progressions of the previous two A
sections in 46 of the 69 or 67 percent of the observed AABA song forms. (To arrive at
this statistic, this study looked at the final reiteration of A3 in each AABA song. If there
were multiple repetitions of either the AABA chorus or parts of the AABA chorus, then
only very last statement of A3 was considered.47) Lastly, this study observed that the

46

Michael Buchler (2015) argues that many aspirational Disney Songs ascend to ^8 rather than descend to
^1, resulting in ascending Urlinien. Though this thesis is not concerned with voice leading in Golden Age
musical theater songs, it is safe to say, from general observation, that some songs do in fact feature an
ascending Urlinie. (“A Wonderful Guy” from South Pacific is a potential example.) It is more likely,
however, that most songs exhibit a register transfer in the final A section, which produces the characteristic
cadence on above the tonic scale degree in the singer’s upper register.
47

As a comparison, only 52 percent of the A3 sections contained within the first (and sometimes only
statement) of the AABA chorus featured an expanded cadential progression.
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third conclusory feature of A3—the authentic cadence on or above the tonic scale degree
in the singer’s upper register—arose in 66 percent of the surveyed AABA song forms.

3.5 Discussion of the Corpus Study Results for the 32- and 64-bar AABA Song
Forms
3.5.1 Overview of the AABA Song Form’s Formal Functions and Characteristic
Teleological Drive
The results from the corpus study suggest that the AABA song form expresses three
different formal functions—beginning, middle, and end—in its four component parts. In
the AABA song form, the first two A sections (A1 and A2) act as initiating sections,
establishing and reaffirming the tonal center while repeating the most important melodic
material of the song. In repeating the A section twice, the AABA song form generates a
strong expectation for something different to follow in B. The B section, which almost
always features contrasting harmonic and melodic material, satisfies this expectation by
moving away from tonic and emphasizing non-tonic harmonies. Occasionally, the B
section will also satisfy this expectation by featuring one or more momentum-building
procedures that increase the sense of forward movement within the song form. In almost
all cases, a half cadence in the home key or a cadence in a non-tonic key concludes B.
Within the overall scope of the AABA song form, this tonally open cadence at the end of
B is a point at which we have moved the farthest away from tonic and have the greatest
desire for tonic’s return. Tonic consequently returns at the start of the A3 and, in many
cases, is reaffirmed at the end of the section, usually with an elaborate perfect authentic
cadence in the upper register. For these two reasons, A3 can be said to express an ending
function within the Golden Age AABA song form.
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The above description of the AABA song form’s formal functions strongly suggests
the hearing of the song form that is depicted in Figure 3.10. As Figure 3.10 illustrates, the
32- and 64-bar AABA song form can often be heard as having one long, goal-directed
motion toward the final perfect authentic cadence at the end of A3. With two initiating
sections, one middle section, and one ending section, the AABA song form
disproportionately relies on the expectation for contrast in B to propel the song form
forward toward its final conclusion in A3. This expectation for contrast, in turn, creates a
short-range, goal-directed motion toward B, which is embedded within the larger motion
toward the cadence at the end of A3. At the lowest levels of hearing, there are also goaldirected motions toward the individual cadences at the end of each section. In sum, the
AABA song form presents a variety of motions, which—when combined—suggest one
teleological motion toward the perfect authentic cadence at the end of A3.
The strength of the AABA song form’s teleological drive depends on two factors:
1) the succession of the cadences in the song form and 2) the number of momentumbuilding procedures in B. Regarding the first factor, song forms that contain one or more
tonally open cadences at the end of A1 and A2 will have a stronger teleological drive
than those song forms that have tonally closed cadences. For example, AABA song forms
that exhibit a HC–HC–HC–PAC cadence structure will often convey a stronger sense of
forward drive than song forms that feature a PAC–PAC–HC–PAC cadence structure.
Table 3.13 lists the five most common types of cadence structures according to the
strength of their teleological drive along with their relative frequency of occurrence in the
surveyed corpus of AABA song forms. (In this table, all cadences are in the tonic key,
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Figure 3.10 Goal-directed hearing within the Golden Age AABA song form.

Table 3.13 Potential cadence structures listed in order of their increasing teleological
drive; in this table, lower numbers have a weaker teleological drive and higher numbers
have a stronger teleological drive.
Cadence structure

Likelihood to occur, n=61

1.

PAC

PAC

HC
or
cadence in a non-tonic key

PAC
or
IAC

33%

2.

IAC

PAC

HC
or
cadence in a non-tonic key

PAC
or
IAC

15%

3.

HC

PAC

HC
or
cadence in a non-tonic key

PAC
or
IAC

18%

4.

HC

IAC

HC
or
cadence in a non-tonic key

PAC
or
IAC

7%

5.

HC

HC

HC
or
cadence in a non-tonic key

PAC
or
IAC

11%
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unless otherwise listed. Furthermore, there are only 61 songs included in this table
because there were eight songs that did not cadence in the tonic key in either A1 or A2.)
As Table 3.13 demonstrates, AABA song forms that have the greatest potential to exhibit
a strong forward drive—namely, song forms with half cadences at the end of A1 and
A2—occur the least often in the surveyed corpus. Instead, song forms that display a
weaker potential to convey a strong teleological drive—song forms with a perfect
authentic cadence at the end of A2—appear the most often, constituting 66 percent of all
the observed cases.
In song forms that follow the HC–PAC, IAC–PAC, and PAC–PAC cadence
structure in A1 and A2, the expectation for contrast propels the song form forward.
Consider the third AABA chorus in “Anything You Can Do,” from Irving Berlin’s 1949
musical Annie Get Your Gun (see Figure 3.11). The first two A sections, which are both
8-bar srdc patterns, conclude with a half cadence in m. 44 and a perfect authentic
cadence in m. 53 respectively, which reaffirm the tonic prolongational nature of A1 and
A2.48 Indeed, these two initial sections are tonic prolongational in the sense that they
begin with an auxiliary cadence and outline (and embellish) the B-flat-major tonic triad
in the melody. In emphasizing the tonic and repeating the same 8-bar melody, the first
two A sections create a strong desire for melodic and harmonic contrast in B, which in
turn directs our attention forward to the third section in the song form.

48

Since A1 and A2 are both 8-bar srdc patterns, there are no cadences in m. 41 and m. 49 per the definition
of the srdc.
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Figure 3.11 “Anything You Can Do,” Annie Get Your Gun, mm. 38–53: first two A
sections in the AABA chorus.

The presence of momentum-building procedures in B can also strengthen the song
form’s teleological drive. In the surveyed AABA song forms, the B section can exhibit a
wide range of forward motion depending on the number of momentum-building
procedures the section contains. In brief, the more momentum-building procedures the B
section contains, the greater potential B has to exhibit a strong teleological drive. The B
sections from “I Could Have Danced All Night” (Figure 3.12) and “A Little Brains—A
Little Talent” (Figure 3.13) demonstrate how the presence or absence of momentumbuilding procedures affects our sense of forward motion within the song form. The B
section of Lerner and Loewe’s “I Could Have Danced All Night,” for example, builds
forward momentum within the song form by featuring four different momentum-building
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Figure 3.12 “I Could Have Danced All Night,” My Fair Lady, mm. 13–21 and mm. 29–
37: example of how harmonic acceleration, fragmentation, and harmonic sequence create
a sense of global acceleration in B; in this example, only A1 and B are pictured.

procedures: harmonic acceleration, harmonic sequence, fragmentation, and emphasis of
non-tonic harmonies (see Figure 3.12). The 2-bar melodic ideas in the first four bars of
A1 (mm. 14–17) break down into 1-bar melodic segments in the first four bars of B (mm.
30–33) to produce fragmentation (at the level of the entire song form), and the harmonic
rhythm increases to once every bar in the first four bars of B (as opposed to once every
four to eight bars in A1) to produce a global acceleration in harmonic rhythm. There is
also harmonic sequence in B: the I–V–I motion in E major (mm. 30–33) is transposed up
a minor third in mm. 34–37 to produce a harmonic sequence that emulates the feeling of
lifting or flying, as is implied by the lyrics, “Why all at once my heart took flight.” In
short, the loosening devices of fragmentation, harmonic acceleration, and harmonic
sequence work together with the emphasis of non-tonic harmonies (i.e., III and V7) in
mm. 30–37 to destabilize the relatively stable phrase-structural and harmonic contexts of
A1 and A2 in order to build forward momentum within the song form.
On the other hand, “A Little Brains—a Little Talent” is a model example of an
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Figure 3.13 “A Little Brains—A Little Talent,” Damn Yankees, mm. 3–18 and mm. 35–
50: example of a 64-bar AABA song form with a more leisurely B section; in this
example, only the A1 and B sections are pictured.

AABA chorus with a more relaxed B section (see Figure 3.13). The B section (mm. 35–
50) exhibits a weak forward drive because it only contains one momentum-building
procedure: the melodic ascent to the half cadence, which takes place in mm. 49–50.49
Unlike most of the other B sections observed in this corpus study, the B section in “A
Little Brains—A Little Talent” does not emphasize non-tonic harmonies, since more than
half of the harmonies in B are tonic-prolongational. The only true element of contrast in
B then is the new melody that is introduced. Because B features melodic, but not

49

In the first three measures of B (mm. 35–37), it seems as if the B will also feature a global increase in
harmonic rhythm, since the rate of harmonic change is one or two chords per bar. By m. 38, however, we
realize that the rate of harmonic change in the first four measures of B will not be significantly faster than
the rate of harmonic change in the first four measures of A1, denying the possibility for a global
acceleration of harmonic rhythm in B.
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harmonic contrast, it satisfies the desire for change created by the melodic and harmonic
stasis in A1 and A2, albeit weakly so. As a result, it assumes the qualities of a more
leisurely contrasting middle section that functions to provide just enough melodic and
harmonic variation to keep the song form moving forward.
The B sections of “I Could Have Danced All Night” and “A Little Brains—A Little
Talent” thus show how the third contrasting section within the AABA song form can
exhibit various degrees of forward motion. On one end of the spectrum, the B section can
be more relaxed, as in “A Little Brains—A Little Talent,” and on the other end, the B
section can be highly dynamic, as in “I Could Have Danced All Night.” In most cases,
the B section falls somewhere in the middle of the spectrum, where the section is neither
completely contrasting nor forcefully driving. Since the teleological drive of a given B
section is a highly contextual and subjective matter, a scale for determining where B
sections lie on the teleological spectrum will not be provided. Instead, only a general
principle will be given: the more momentum-building procedures a particular B section
contains, the stronger the forward drive of B will be.
To summarize, the strength of the AABA song form’s forward drive will depend on
the number of momentum-building procedures in B and the organization of cadences in
the AABA song form. Figure 3.14 converts the discussion of the previous paragraphs into
a useful diagram. As Figure 3.14 shows, AABA choruses that exhibit HC–HC–HC–PAC
cadence structure and multiple momentum-building procedures in B (usually three or
more procedures) are most likely to feature a strong teleological drive, whereas AABA
choruses that have a PAC–PAC–HC–PAC cadence structure and very few momentumbuilding procedures in B (usually only one or two procedures) are least likely to exhibit a
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Figure 3.14 Factors influencing the relative strength of the AABA song form’s
teleological drive.

strong teleological drive; rather, these choruses tend to sound more square and relaxed
compared to their counterparts on the opposite end of the spectrum. In most cases, the
combination of the AABA chorus’s cadence structure and momentum-building
procedures will place many chorus sections somewhere in the middle of the spectrum.
For this reason, these song forms will be considered to be the norm.

3.5.2 The Relationship between Elements of Contrast and Forward Drive in B
The previous discussion of the AABA song form’s teleological drive highlighted
the different ways in which B can build forward momentum within the song form. The B
section, for example, can feature any number of global acceleration procedures—such as
fragmentation, increase in surface rhythmic activity, and harmonic acceleration—that can
increase the strength of the song form’s teleological drive toward the final perfect
authentic cadence at the end of A3. When featuring such procedures, B can
simultaneously exhibit elements of contrast and forward drive that overlap in some ways
but not others. By their very nature, the six possible momentum-building procedures that
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can appear in B are elements of contrast, since they alter the structure of musical material
presented in A1 (and A2) to produce a global sense of acceleration in B. It is for this
reason that these devices can be considered among the many possible elements of
contrast in B. There are several common elements of this kind, however, that do not as
outwardly contribute to the song form’s teleological drive. A slower harmonic rhythm or
a decrease in melodic activity in B, for example, can provide variety without necessarily
increasing the song form’s forward drive during B. Along with the emphasis of non-tonic
harmonies that typically occurs in B, these elements of contrast create the strong
expectation that the song form will return to A1 and A2’s stable and tonic-prolongational
melodic material in A3. These contrasting elements therefore direct our attention forward
within the song form.
Because new melodic and harmonic material is inherent in B by definition,
elements of contrast in B are a given. In each AABA song form, these elements satisfy
the desire for change after the harmonic and melodic stasis in A1 and A2, while they also
anticipate the reprise of A material in A3. These elements thus serve as both an
intermediary goal and a generator of expectation in the AABA song form. By serving in
these roles, B’s contrasting features continually direct our attention forwards, whether we
are in the first or second half of the song form. The contrasting elements in B, through
their fulfillment and generation of expectations in the AABA song form, consequently
help form the foundation for the AABA song form’s teleological drive toward the final
perfect authentic cadence at the end of A3.
The global momentum-building procedures that can appear in B, on the other hand,
are optional: they appear as devices that enhance the expectation for and drive the song
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form towards the reprise of A. As this study has shown, these momentum-building
procedures occur with moderate frequency in the corpus of AABA song forms, making
them some of the most common contrasting features of B.

3.5.3 Summary of Results
The results from the corpus study reveal some of the most characteristic features of
the AABA song form. As this study has shown, A1 and A2 are consistently tonicprolongational structures that repeat the same 8- or 16-bar melody twice, and B is a
section primarily defined by harmonic and melodic contrast. In B, melodic and harmonic
contrast can also be produced through global momentum-building procedures, which
increase the overall teleological drive of the song form during B. Although these
momentum-building procedures are optional, they occur frequently enough to merit their
inclusion as characteristic attributes of B. Finally, A3 is a tonic-prolongational reprise of
previous A material that often exhibits one or more conclusory features that distinguish it
from the other two A sections: an expanded cadential progression and (less frequently) a
concluding perfect or imperfect authentic cadence on or above the tonic scale degree in
the singer’s upper register.
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CHAPTER 4
RECURSIVE PROPERTIES OF SRDC STRUCTURES
IN GOLDEN AGE MUSICAL THEATER SONGS
4.1

Introduction
This chapter elucidates the various structural correspondences between the srdc

pattern and the AABA song form in Golden Age musical theater songs in order to
validate the large-scale SRDC reading of the popular song form. Section 4.2 employs a
model 64-bar AABA chorus containing three nested srdc patterns—Richard Rodgers and
Oscar Hammerstein’s “A Wonderful Guy,” from South Pacific—to compare the
characteristic properties of both structures. By reviewing and pointing to the quantitative
data in Chapter 3, Section 4.2 demonstrates how the individual sections within the AABA
song form perform the formal functions of statement (S), restatement (R), departure (D),
and conclusion (C), thus recreating the teleological drive of the small-scale srdc at higher
levels of structure within the surveyed corpus of AABA song forms. The section
therefore synthesizes data from Chapter 3 to provide evidence for the large-scale SRDC
reading of the AABA song form and, in turn, demonstrates the recursive potential of srdc
structures in Golden Age musical theater songs. Section 4.2 closes by showing why this
interpretation should be preferred over others in its summary of the section’s main points.
Section 4.3 then surveys how the large-scale SRDC reading of the AABA song form
often supports the lyrical structure displayed by AABA song forms, and Section 4.4
concludes this chapter by discussing some avenues for future research.
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4.2  

Structural Correspondences between the AABA Song Form and the SmallScale srdc

4.2.1   A1 and A2 as a Statement (S) and Restatement (R)
A1 and A2 and s and r share several strong correspondences that allow A1 and
A2 to be interpreted as performing the same formal functions of statement (S) and
restatement (R) at higher levels of structure. To begin, both s and r and A1 and A2
consistently function to establish and reinforce the tonic in the corpus of srdc patterns
and AABA song forms, respectively. Consider A1 and A2 from the AABA chorus of “A
Wonderful Guy.”50 A1 and A2 state and restate a 16-bar melody with the support of
tonic-prolongational harmonies. Within the context of the overall chorus, the first two A
sections are tonic-prolongational in the sense that each begin on with tonic harmonies and
conclude with cadences that reaffirm the tonic key. To be specific, they begin on tonic
harmonies in m. 85 and m. 101 and conclude with open cadences on back-relating
dominant substitutes in m. 99 and m. 115, respectively.51 A1 and A2 in “A Wonderful
Guy” (and elsewhere) thus act as s and r in the sense that they state and restate an initial
melodic idea while prolonging tonic.
The cadences that conclude the individual A sections are perhaps the strongest
argument against interpreting the song form as a large-scale SRDC. Callahan (2013) and

50

For a complete copy of the vocal score, see Richard Rodgers (1949). See Figure 3.2 in Chapter 3 for a
transcription of A1 of the AABA chorus of “A Wonderful Guy.”
51

I hear the dominant on beat three of m. 100 as an anacrusis to the tonic on beat 1 on m. 101, not as the
harmony that coincides with the cadential arrival. The strong structural arrival on D4 on beat 1 of m. 99,
along with the dominant-functioning second inversion C-major chord in m. 98, allows me to hear the first
inversion D-minor chord in m. 99 as the harmonic goal of the 16-bar srdc pattern. (In this case, the first
inversion D-minor chord in m. 99 functions as a dominant substitute.)
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de Clercq (2012) maintain that the presence of cadences in A1 and A2 (as well as B and
A3) often negates the possibility of hearing the AABA song form as either an expanded
Caplinian sentence or large-scale SRDC pattern. They contend that the song form’s four
cadences make it more likely that we hear the popular song form as containing four
independent and self-contained sections as opposed to four connected and forwardstriving gestures involved in either an expanded sentence or large-scale SRDC pattern.
In many respects, Callahan (2013) and de Clercq (2012) are right: it is difficult
think of the 32- or 64-bar AABA song form as one indivisible unit. However, it is also
not difficult to think of the AABA song form as a teleological structure that contains four
standalone sections that all point toward a common goal, which—in the case of the
Golden Age 32- and 64-bar AABA song form—is the final perfect authentic cadence at
the end of A3.52 In this reading of the song form, the four cadences in the AABA song
form articulate the ends of broader formal functions. At one level, the cadences mark the
conclusion of the beginning, middle, and end functions. The cadence at the end of A2
52

In his discussion of limited cadential scope, Caplin (2009) argues that cadential function at one level of
structure may not manifest at another. His discussion primarily focuses on cadential gestures that close
phases within a larger theme-type, not cadences that conclude formal sections in a large-scale form. For
Caplin, cadences can only effect formal closure at middleground levels of organization, since there are
often other musical factors that help effect musical closure at the level of the entire work. In his article,
Caplin particularly takes issue with Hepokoski and Darcy (2006)’s concept of the essential structural
closure (ESC) in first-movement sonata form; he argues that interpreting the ESC as being the primary
means for articulating structural closure is problematic because it elevates the role of a very local cadence,
while it dismisses the other musical factors that help effect tonal and structural closure in the firstmovement form.
Here, I am trying to explain how the hierarchical arrangement of cadences in the AABA song form allows
the final authentic cadence at the end of A3 to act as the tonal and structural goal of the song form. Since
the AABA song form is significantly shorter and less complex than late eighteenth- and early-nineteenth
century sonata form, it becomes plausible that a single local cadence—the final authentic cadence at the
end of A3—can produce formal and tonal closure for the entire 32- or 64-bar chorus, following Caplin’s
reasoning. Moreover, it becomes possible to invoke the concept of limited cadential scope to explain how
the cadences at the end of A1, A2, and B become less important when considered in the broader context of
the song form. Using this concept, the three cadences can be interpreted as assuming a more local role of
concluding specific functions within the larger SRDC formal type.
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articulates the end of the beginning; the harmonically open cadence at the end of B
articulates the end of the middle; and the perfect authentic cadence at the end of A3
articulates the conclusion of the end. At another level, the four cadences articulate the end
of the statement, restatement, departure, and conclusion functions. The cadences at the
end of A1, A2, B, and A3 mark the end of the statement (S), restatement (R), departure
(D), and conclusion (C) functions within the AABA song form and the large-scale
SRDC, respectively.
The hierarchical arrangement of the AABA song form’s four cadences most often
translates into a clear articulation of the large-scale SRDC’s four formal functions. Table
4.1 lists the likelihood of all different cadence types at the end of each section.53 As Table
4.1 shows, A2 most often concludes with a cadence that is tonally closed. Compared to
the final perfect authentic cadence, this cadence is substantially weaker. There are two
reasons for this. First, the lack of melodic and harmonic contrast in A1 and A2 generates
a strong expectation for new melodic and harmonic material in B. Because of this strong
expectation, the tonally closed cadence at the end of A2 is heard as the end of the
beginning or, to be more precise, the end of melodic and harmonic stasis in the four-part
song form. Second, the melodic and harmonic contrast in B creates a strong desire for a
satisfying perfect authentic cadence in A3. The cadence at the end of A3 is thus
frequently prepared through an expanded cadential progression. In addition, the cadence
often involves a shift into the singer’s upper register, which increases the amount of
energy felt at the end of the song form. Together, the expectation for contrast and tonal

53

In Table 4.1, there are only 61 A1 and A2 sections considered because there were 8 instances where
either A1 or A2 did not conclude in the tonic key.
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Table 4.1 Likelihood of different cadence types at the end of each section in the surveyed
AABA song forms; in this table, all cadences are in the tonic key, except for those
modulating cadence types considered in B.
Section

HC

IAC

PAC

HC/IAC/PAC in a
different key

A1,
n=61

41%

31%

41%

—

A2,
n=61

15%

21%

75%

—

B,
n=69

80%

0%

0%

20%

A3,
n=69

0%

12%

86%

—

confirmation throughout the song form allows for the cadence at the end of A3 to
consistently function as the strongest cadence in the four-part structure.
Because the cadences in the AABA song form are usually arranged in the
hierarchical fashion described above, the large-scale SRDC reading need not be limited
to song forms that contain only one cadence at the end of the structure. Instead, the
reading should be embraced and attributed to formal structures, such as the 32- and 64bar AABA song forms, that clearly articulate the large-scale SRDC’s four formal
functions in their four component parts. In the case of the AABA song form, the largescale SRDC is a convincing reading of the formal type because the structure’s four
internal cadences are used to mark the end of specific formal functions—either S, R, D,
or C, or at an even broader level: beginning, middle, and end. The AABA song form’s
four cadences can therefore be described as necessary products of recursion; for without
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them, the SRDC’s formal functions would not find definition at higher levels of
structure.

4.2.2

B as a Departure (D)
As a middle within the Golden Age AABA song form, B consistently functions to

melodically and harmonically depart from A1 and A2. By moving into and emphasizing
unstable tonal areas and occasionally featuring one or more global momentum-building
procedures—such as fragmentation, harmonic acceleration, increase in surface rhythmic
activity, and harmonic sequence—B generates contrast and builds forward momentum
within the song form. Since B creates contrast and forward momentum in many of the
same ways that d does in 8- and 16-bar Golden Age srdc patterns, B may be thought of
as functioning as D in a large-scale SRDC pattern.
B draws its strongest parallels with d in terms of the ways it produces harmonic
contrast within the AABA song form. Table 4.2 compares the average frequency at which
different harmonies and harmonic functions tend to begin B and d in this study’s corpus
of AABA song forms and 8- and 16-bar srdc patterns, respectively. In Table 4.2, the
capitalization of Roman numerals does not reflect the quality of chords, but rather the
generic functions of chords. Furthermore, the table only includes those harmonies that are
most likely to begin either d or B. Mediant and subtonic chords are not included, for
example, because they are very rare in 8- and 16-bar srdc patterns. (They initiate B less
than 15 percent of the time in the observed 32- and 64-bar AABA song forms.54)

54

See Table 3.9 in Section 3.4.2.
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Table 4.2 Frequency at which different harmonies and harmonic functions begin B and d
in 32- and 64-bar AABA song forms and 8- and 16-bar srdc patterns, respectively.
Formal
type

Subdominant
(IV)

Predominant
(II, IV, VI)

Dominant
(V)

Non-Tonic
(NT)

Tonic
(I)

8-bar srdc,
n=52

15%

48%

19%

71%

29%

16-bar srdc
section,
n=36

14%

49%

29%

77%

23%

16-bar srdc
chorus,
n=13

15%

31%

31%

62%

38%

32-bar
AABA
chorus,
n=44

25%

55%

16%

84%

16%

64-bar
AABA
chorus,
n=25

36%

56%

16%

92%

8%

Table 4.2 demonstrates that both B and d have a strong tendency to start with
non-tonic harmonies and predominant harmonies in particular. By consistently starting
with such harmonies, both B and d function to move away from either the tonicprolongational sections or gestures that came beforehand. Whereas B departs from the
tonic-prolongational harmonies of A1 and A2 sections to propel the AABA song form
towards the return of tonal stability at the beginning of A3, d departs from the tonicprolongational harmonies of s and r to direct the four-part pattern toward the cadential
gesture in c.55
55

In the AABA song form, this instability is resolved in the final A section when tonal stability is
reestablished and confirmed by a conclusive authentic cadence in the home key. Likewise, the instability in
d is resolved with a cadential progression in c in the 8- and 16-bar srdc. The similarities between the
concluding functions of A3 and c will be discussed in more detail in the following subsection.
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In the AABA song form, the departure from tonic at the beginning of B not only
points toward the eventual return of tonal stability at beginning of A3, but also the tonally
open cadence at the end of B. Once again, consider the AABA chorus in Rodgers and
Hammerstein’s “A Wonderful Guy”. The B section in “A Wonderful Guy” begins with a
refreshing C-minor seventh chord in m. 117 that markedly departs from the C-major tonic
harmonies that initiate A1 and A2 in m. 85 and m. 101, respectively. By beginning with
such a harmony—namely, a minor-minor seventh chord on the tonic scale degree—B
indicates that it is moving into unstable tonal territory and is thus moving toward the
tonally open cadence that closes B, which in this case is a half cadence in C major. In “A
Wonderful Guy,” this half cadence is the point at which we are the furthest removed from
tonic in the four-part chorus and have the strongest desire for tonic’s return.56 Tonic is
consequently forced to return and be confirmed in A3 with the strongest perfect authentic
cadence in the song form. In brief, B acts like d in the 8- and 16-bar srdc in “A
Wonderful Guy,” in that it builds up to and anticipates the final part of the song form by
departing from the stability of tonic-prolongational harmonies and closing with a tonally
open cadence.57
Another strong correspondence between d and B is the various levels of forward
motion that each can display. In the srdc, d can contain anywhere from one to five local
momentum-building procedures. As a result, the srdc can exhibit various levels of
forward motion depending on how many local momentum-building procedures are

Even though the half cadence on V7 in m. 132 is only a fifth away from the initial C-major tonic, the
contrasting melodic material and the emphasis of non-tonic harmonies in mm. 117–31 allow this harmony
and cadence to sound much more distant than they actually are.
56

57

Table 3.12 in Section 3.4.2 demonstrates how 80 percent of B sections close with a half cadence in the
surveyed corpus of AABA song forms.
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present in d. Likewise, B can contain varying amounts of global momentum-building
procedures, which can affect the strength of the AABA song form’s overall teleological
drive. In general, the song form tends to evince a stronger teleological drive when B
features more global momentum-building procedures.
Table 4.3 outlines the relative frequency at which the analogous global and local
acceleration procedures occur in B and d in this study’s corpus of AABA song forms and
srdc patterns. This table reveals two significant parallels between the ways in which B
and d build forward momentum within their respective formal structures. The emphasis
of non-tonic harmonies is by far the most convincing parallel, since this feature arises in
almost all instances of B and d. The momentum-building procedure of harmonic
acceleration is the other strong parallel, occurring in approximately 31 to 50 percent of all
observed cases of B and d. Together, these two corresponding sets of (global and local)
momentum-building procedures show how B and d are primarily defined by harmonic
contrast.58 As was previously discussed in Chapter 3, this harmonic contrast functions as
an agent of forward motion in and of itself. In both the AABA song form and the srdc
pattern, harmonic contrast, whether it is produced through the emphasis of non-tonic
harmonies or harmonic acceleration, injects newfound instability into the formal type,
which directs the song form (or pattern) forward to the following section (or gesture).
Since harmonic contrast in B and d introduces tonal instability while also satisfying the

58

This statement slightly diverges from Everett’s (1999, 2009) description of the departure function. In his
discussion of the four-part pattern in both The Beatles as Musicians and The Foundations of Rock, Everett
primarily focuses on how the departure function is articulated through contrasting melodic and motivic
material; nonetheless, he does imply that harmony may play a role as well, as harmony is a frequent topic
throughout both his texts.
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Table 4.3 Frequency at which different momentum-building procedures appear in B and
d in 32- and 64-bar AABA song forms and 8- and 16-bar srdc patterns, respectively.
Formal
type

Fragmentation

Harmonic
acceleration

Increase in
surface rhythmic
activity

Harmonic
sequence

Emphasis of
non-tonic
harmonies

8-bar srdc,
n=52

48%

36%

40%

13%

81%

16-bar srdc
section,
n=36

22%

50%

31%

17%

94%

16-bar srdc
chorus,
n=13

46%

31%

15%

38%

92%

32-bar AABA
chorus,
n=44

22%

36%

25%

23%

91%

64-bar AABA
chorus,
n=25

36%

40%

32%

28%

100%

desire for change in each formal type, the characteristic feature can be described as
exhibiting elements of variation and forward motion.
Other momentum-building procedures are less likely to materialize in the
corresponding section or gesture of the AABA song form or the srdc pattern. As Table
4.3 demonstrates, fragmentation is much more likely to appear in d, and harmonic
sequence is significantly more likely to occur in B. Such differences indicate some of the
characteristic ways in which B and d diverge from one another. The high frequency with
which d tends to feature and even favor fragmentation as a local momentum-building
procedure, for example, demonstrates how easy it is for the two- or four-measure d
gesture to repeat a short melodic fragment as a way to generate tension within the fourpart phrase pattern. On the other hand, the moderate frequency with which B tends to
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exhibit fragmentation at the level of the entire song form illustrates how difficult is for B
to break down the melodic grouping structure of the first four measures of A1 (which is
usually of a 1 + 1 + 2 or 2 + 2 design) into smaller melodic units.
Despite these inevitable differences, the results in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 indicate how
B and d are regularly characterized by melodic and harmonic contrast. By featuring one
or more the listed momentum-building procedures, B and d naturally distinguish
themselves from the musical material that came beforehand in either A1 and A2 or s and
r. Furthermore, they help move the song form or phrase pattern forward by either
destabilizing or quickening the pace of melodic, harmonic, or rhythmic events in the
formal type. When B or d feature multiple momentum-building procedures, they increase
the likelihood the song form or phrase pattern will exhibit a strong teleological drive.
Conversely, the song form or phrase pattern is more likely to exhibit a weaker
teleological drive when either B or d feature fewer momentum-building procedures.
The varying strength of the AABA song form’s and srdc pattern’s teleological
drive demonstrates how the formal function of departure can be articulated through a
variety of means in both formal types. This statement is especially true when it comes to
B. The B section from “A Wonderful Guy” (mm. 117–32) illustrates how the departure
function (D) is expressed through six global momentum-building procedures—
fragmentation, increase in surface rhythmic activity, harmonic acceleration, harmonic
sequence, a melodic ascent to the tonally open cadence at the end of B, and an emphasis
of non-tonic harmonies—in a model AABA chorus. Figure 4.1 shows how each of these
procedures arises in mm. 117–32 of “A Wonderful Guy.” In B, fragmentation occurs
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Figure 4.1 “A Wonderful Guy,” South Pacific, mm. 117–32: global momentum-building
procedures in the B section of a model AABA chorus

because the first four measures of the section break down the 4-bar grouping structure of
A1 into a 2 + 2 grouping structure. The second momentum-building procedure, harmonic
acceleration, occurs because the first four measures of B change harmonies once every
bar as opposed to once every four bars in the first four measures of A1. A loose harmonic
sequence also arises because the first four measures of B, mm. 117–20, are transposed up
a major second in mm. 125–29. The fourth momentum-building procedure, the melodic
ascent to the half cadence, occurs in the final four measures of B. Finally, the B section
emphasizes non-tonic harmonies because more than 50 percent of the harmonies in B are
harmonies that do not prolong tonic.
Together, these six momentum-building procedures allow B in “A Wonderful
Guy” to be a highly dynamic section that propels the song form forward. They generate
forward motion while also providing melodic and harmonic contrast. The B section of “A
Wonderful Guy,” however, only shows how B can be highly driving. As was discussed in
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Section 3.3.5, the B section also has the potential to be incredibly relaxed, as in “I Got
Sun in the Morning” from Annie Get Your Gun, which is depicted in Figure 4.2. In this
song, the B section features only two momentum-building procedures: harmonic
sequence and the emphasis of non-tonic harmonies. (The harmonic sequence materializes
when mm. 38–41 transpose mm. 34–37 down a major second, and the emphasis of nontonic harmonies occurs when the entire B section [mm. 34–41] features all non-tonic
prolongational harmonies.) Aside from these two procedures, the B section displays other
features that seem to reign in the potential for a highly dynamic B section. The first four
measures of B, for example, exhibit a slower harmonic rhythm and longer melodic units
when compared to the first four measures of A1. Combined, these elements allow the
section to sound more excursive than propulsive.
In sum, B features many of the same momentum-building procedures as d in 8- and
16-bar srdc patterns. The emphasis on non-tonic harmonies and departure away from
tonic harmonies at the beginning of B or d remain by far the most consistent features of
both B and d. Similarly, instances of fragmentation, harmonic acceleration, increase in
surface rhythmic activity, and harmonic sequence can also be found at the global and
local levels in both B and d, making these four procedures optional features of both
structures. In all, these overlaps illustrate how both structures perform the formal function
of departure in similar ways in the AABA song form and the small-scale srdc,
respectively.
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Figure 4.2 “I Got Sun in the Morning,” Annie Get Your Gun, mm. 18–25 and mm. 34–
41: lack of global momentum-building procedures in the B section of a model AABA
chorus; in this figure, only the A1 and B sections are pictured.

4.2.3

A3 as a Conclusion (C)
Because A3 returns to stability and closes out the AABA song form with the song

form’s most conclusive authentic cadence, A3 functions as an end in the 32- and 64-bar
Golden Age AABA song form. As an end, A3 performs a concluding function within the
AABA song form, just as c performs a concluding function within the 8- and 16-bar srdc.
Whereas c articulates this concluding function with a single cadential progression, A3
expresses a concluding function in the 32- and 64-bar Golden Age AABA song form by
1) returning to tonic at the beginning of A3, 2) closing with an expanded progression to
the final authentic cadence at the end of A3, and 3) ending with an authentic cadence on
or above the tonic scale degree in the singer’s upper register that reaffirms the song
form’s return to tonic.59 Hence, while A3 and c may differ in size and scope, they both
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Everett (2009, 143) argues that A3 performs the conclusion function within the large-scale SRDC when
it concludes with a “big Broadway finish.”
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serve to conclude some larger harmonic and formal processes in their respective
structures.
The most significant difference between these two structures is the necessary
recapitulation of melodic and harmonic material in A3. In the AABA song form, A3
returns to the melodic and harmonic material of the previous A sections, producing a
strong sense of reprise. This type of recapitulation rarely occurs in c. Instead, new or
derived melodic and harmonic material is usually introduced in c to effect a cadential
progression and cadence. Even though A3 involves a clear reprise of melodic and
harmonic material, A3 can still be considered to perform a concluding function within the
AABA song form because it consistently modifies the previous A material to make the
final authentic cadence the most conclusive. As was discussed in Chapter 3, A3 most
often intensifies the song form’s authentic cadence by featuring an expanded cadential
progression or cadencing on or above the tonic in the singer’s upper vocal register.
In “A Wonderful Guy,” an expanded cadential progression and ascent to the final
perfect authentic cadence in m. 151 distinguishes A3 from both A1 and A2. By
lengthening the ascent to the perfect authentic cadence in m. 151, A3 dramatizes the
progression to the song form’s tonal goal. In so doing, it infuses the cadence with a sense
of finality that the other cadences in the song form cannot match.
In brief, A3 in “A Wonderful Guy” and elsewhere can be considered to perform
the formal function of conclusion (C) because it regularly features one or more qualities
that strengthen the motion toward or the attainment of the final authentic cadence in the
song form—the AABA song form’s tonal goal.
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4.2.4

The AABA Song Form as a Large-Scale SRDC, Quatrain, or Two-Part
Binary Form?
In the previous sections and chapters, this thesis has primarily focused on

providing evidence that supports the large-scale SRDC reading of the AABA song form
in Golden Age musical theater songs. By concentrating all its efforts on this task,
however, this thesis has neglected to address competing interpretations of the AABA
song form. This section will now remedy that lapse by briefly overviewing the other
primary readings of the song form that interpret the formal structure as either a quatrain
or two-part binary form.60 In surveying the basic tenets of these binary interpretations,
this section will present arguments against them to show where they fall short. In so
doing, this section will demonstrate why the large-scale SRDC reading is the most
convincing interpretation of the song form.
Allen Forte (1993) and Michael Callahan (2013) maintain that the AABA chorus
is best described as either a quatrain or two-part binary form. Between the two scholars,
Callahan (2013) provides the most specific reasoning for interpreting the popular song
form as some kind of binary form. He argues that following characteristics support the
quatrain reading of AABA song form: four strong cadences (usually in the order of half,
authentic, half, authentic) that encourage the hearing of four distinct 8-bar sections or
phrases; cadences of equal strength at the end of the second and third A sections; a B
section that digresses from the previous A section material; a strong sense of reprise at
the beginning of the final A section; and lyrics that can be coherently divided into four
separate sections.
60

Again, the quatrain is a binary form in vocal music comprising two antecedent-consequent pairs (AA,
BA). See Rothstein (2007, 107–8).
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Both the quatrain and two-part binary form—the latter of which is offered by
Allen Forte (1993)—suggest that the two halves of the AABA song form are involved in
an antecedent-consequent relationship. Moreover, they assert that the individual sections
contained within these two halves are also in an antecedent-consequent relationship. In
both cases, the resulting structure is a highly symmetrical and balanced two-part form.
Figure 4.3 illustrates how these antecedent-consequent relationships produce both
short-range and long-range goal-directed hearings within the AABA song form. At the
most local levels of structure, there are short-range motions towards the cadences at the
end of each section and antecedent-consequent pair depicted in Figure 4.3. In addition,
there is one long-range motion toward the cadence at the end of A3, which is the
conclusion of the large-scale antecedent-consequent pair. In the two-part binary form and
quatrain interpretations, this long-range motion exhibits a weak teleological drive
because each nested short-range motion is always paired with its other symmetrically
balanced half.
Since the quatrain and two-part binary form readings focus on the binary qualities
of the AABA song form, they overlook the ways in which the song form functions as a
four-part structure. As the previous sections of this thesis have shown, each individual
section can be interpreted as performing a specific function—either statement,
restatement, departure, or conclusion—within an overarching four-part structure: the
large-scale SRDC. In adopting this interpretation, the AABA song form can be heard as a
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Figure 4.3 Goal-directed hearing implied by the quatrain and two-part binary
interpretations of the AABA song form.

dynamic as opposed to a rather square two-part structure. The strong expectation for
melodic and harmonic contrast in B, for example, can be heard as propelling the song
form forward after the two tonic-prolongational and melodically stagnant A sections.
Similarly, the motion to and from tonal stability can be seen as guiding the course of the
four-part song form.
The large-scale SRDC reading is preferred here because it does not constrict us
into hearing the two halves of the song form as being involved in a tenuous antecedentconsequent relationship. In the two-part binary form and quatrain interpretations, the
antecedent-consequent relationship between these halves is questionable, since the
cadences that end A2 and A3 are usually both tonally closed. For the first and second
halves of the song form to be in a true antecedent-consequent relationship, the cadence
that closes A2 should be tonally open and the cadence that concludes A3 tonally closed.61

61

For William Rothstein (2007), the terms antecedent and consequent cannot be applied to any two
successive phrases that display an interdependent relationship. The terms, he says, can only be applied to
two successive phrases when the first phrase (in the two-phrase set) is melodically and harmonically
dependent upon the second phrase to achieve tonal closure. In most cases, the first phrase achieves this
dependence by concluding with an interruption, and the second phrase responds to this interruption by
closing with a descent to ^1 in the fundamental line.
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Furthermore, the cadence at the end of A3 should complete the unresolved melodic and
harmonic processes that conclude A2. Instead, the cadence at the end of A3 (in the
observed AABA song forms) most often concludes the melodic and harmonic processes
left open at the end B at the more local HC–AC, HC–AC level. The cadence therefore
acts as more of a consequent and response to the tonally open cadence that closes B than
the tonally closed cadence that typically concludes A2.62
The large-scale SRDC reading sidesteps the issues introduced by the two-part
binary form and quatrain readings by considering how the AABA song form’s tonal
dynamics interact with the listener’s in-time listening expectations. The SRDC reading
argues that the tonally closed cadence at the end of A2 must be substantially weaker than
the tonally closed cadence at the end of A3 because there is a strong expectation that the
song form will continue on to feature contrasting melodic and harmonic material in B.
Seeing that new musical material will soon follow, the cadence at the end of A2 is
consequently interpreted as concluding the beginning part of the song form. The cadence
that closes A3 is significantly stronger because it marks the end of the song form’s tonal
journey and the song form itself. By the time the chorus reaches the cadence at the end of
A3, the form has managed to travel to and from tonal stability. As a result, there is a clear
expectation that the cadence in A3 will confirm the return to tonal stability at the
beginning of the section and conclude the song form, which it of course does.
The listener, having heard the AABA song form countless times in the theater, on
the radio, or elsewhere, would have a strong knowledge of the popular song form and its
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In other words, the cadence at the end of A3 is in a more local antecedent-consequent relationship with
the cadence at the end of B than the cadence at the end of A2.
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cadence structure—he or she would know to expect contrasting material after the two
initial A sections and a theatrical cadence at the end of the final A section. Having these
expectations, the listener might consequently direct his or her attention to these two
important events, which are emphasized in the large-scale SRDC reading of the AABA
song form.
The large-scale SRDC is the most convincing here because it captures how the
listener’s expectations help propel the song form forward. Instead of placing each section
into an antecedent-consequent relationship, it allows each section to assume a specific
role within a broader four-part context. In this context, each section interacts with the
other three sections to create a song form with a strong goal-directed drive toward the
final cadence at the end of A3. A1 and A2 (S and R) create a strong desire for contrast in
B (D) by repeating the same melody twice with the support of tonic-prolongational
harmonies. B (D) then fulfills this expectation for contrast by featuring new melodic
material and emphasizing non-tonic harmonies. In the process, it creates a strong
expectation for tonal stability to return and be confirmed in A3 (C). A3 (C) subsequently
completes this task by beginning on tonic and concluding with the most conclusive
cadence in the four-part structure. Each section within the AABA thus functions to create
or satisfy some expectation, giving the song form its characteristic teleological drive.

4.2.5 Summary
In sum, the 32- and 64-bar Golden Age AABA song form can be interpreted as a
large-scale SRDC for two primary reasons: 1) the individual sections within the Golden
Age AABA song perform the functions of statement (S), restatement (R), departure (D),
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and conclusion (C) and 2) the Golden Age AABA song form recreates the teleological
drive of the 8- and 16-bar srdc at higher levels of structure within the overall AABA
song form. Regarding the first point, the individual sections within the 32- and 64-bar
Golden Age AABA song form perform the four functions of statement, restatement,
departure, and conclusion in many of the same ways that s, r, d, and c do in the 8- and
16-bar Golden Age srdc pattern. Like s and r, A1 and A2 perform the functions of
statement (S) and restatement (R) by prolonging the tonic and repeating the initial 8- or
16-bar melody twice. The B section performs the function of departure (D), just as d does
by emphasizing non-tonic harmonies and occasionally featuring one or more momentumbuilding procedures such as fragmentation, harmonic acceleration, rhythmic acceleration,
and harmonic sequence. And finally, like c, A3 performs a conclusion function (C)
because its brings tonal and structural closure to the 32- and 64-bar AABA song form.
The Golden Age AABA song form’s strong teleological drive toward the cadence
at the end of A3 makes the large-scale SRDC interpretation the most convincing. In the
AABA song form, the continuous drive toward the cadence at the end of A3 recalls the
forward drive exhibited by the 8- and 16-bar srdc in Golden Age musical theater songs
(see Figure 4.4). With two initiating sections (A1 and A2), one contrasting middle section
(B), and one ending section (A3), the AABA song form exhibits one long-range
motion to the perfect authentic cadence that concludes the song form, just as the srdc,
with its four component gestures, expresses one continuous, goal-oriented drive toward
the cadence at the end of c. In addition, both gestures exhibit a short-range, goal-directed
motion to the third section (or gesture) in each structure. In both the small-scale srdc and
AABA song form, this short-range motion is produced by the expectation for melodic
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Figure 4.4 Teleological features of 8- and 16-bar srdc patterns and 32- and 64-bar
AABA song forms

and harmonic contrast after the prolongation of tonic in either s and r or A1 and A2.
Given the strong parallels between the goal-oriented motions of the 8- and 16-bar srdc
and the 32- and 64-bar AABA song form, the two formal structures can be considered to
follow same compositional impulse.

4.3

Functional Correspondences between the Music and Lyrics in the AABA
Song Form
The music and lyrics in musical theater are inseparable. As the classic saying

goes: one does not go without the other. In musical theater, the music and lyrics work
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together to define character and develop plot.63 As a such, they are highly specific to the
character and musical to which they belong.64 Because the music and lyrics must advance
a specific plot point within a short amount of time, the music and lyrics are carefully
coordinated so that a song’s dramatic intent is immediately clear for the listening
audience.65
This section will briefly demonstrate how the lyrical structure of the AABA
chorus supports the large-scale SRDC reading of the song form. Using the model AABA
chorus from “A Wonderful Guy,” this section will show how the lyrics within the
individual sections in the AABA song perform the functions of statement, restatement,
departure, and conclusion alongside the melodies they are set to. In so doing, this section
will lay down the foundations for an argument about the symbiotic relationship between
the music and lyrics in musical theater that could serve as the basis for future work.
In South Pacific, “A Wonderful Guy” is sung by the musical’s protagonist, Nellie
Forbush, midway through Act I. The number comes right after Nellie, a young navy
nurse, realizes she is in love with Emile, a French expatriate now living in the South
Pacific. In “A Wonderful Guy,” Nellie sings about her newfound love and the joy that the
love brings her. The lyrics for the entire number are reproduced below:
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McMillan (2006, 138).
Davis (1985, 107) and Engel (1977, 33).
65
Frankel (2000, 125).
64
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Verse
V1

I expect every one
Of my crowd to make fun
Of my proud protestations of faith in romance,
And they'll say I'm naive
As a babe to believe
Any fable I hear from a person in pants.
Fearlessly I'll face them and argue their doubts away,
Loudly I'll sing about flowers in spring,
Flatly I'll stand on my little flat feet and say
Love is a grand and a beautiful thing!
I'm not ashamed to reveal
The world famous feelin’ I feel.
Chorus (AABA)

A1

I'm as corny as Kansas in August,
I'm as normal as blueberry pie.
No more a smart
Little girl with no heart,
I have found me a wonderful guy.

A2

I am in a conventional dither
With a conventional star in my eye,
And you will note
There’s a lump in my throat
When I speak of that wonderful guy.

B

I’m as trite and as gay
As a daisy in May,
A cliché comin’ true!
I'm bromidic and bright
As a moon-happy night
Pourin’ light on the dew!

A3

I'm as corny as Kansas in August,
High as a flag on the Fourth of July!
If you'll excuse an expression I use,
I’m in love,
I’m in love,
I’m in love,
I’m in love
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I’m in love with a wonderful guy!66
Nellie’s Act-I number follows a prototypical verse–chorus design. In the verse,
Nellie sings about her unwavering confidence in the “world famous feeling” that she
feels. After proclaiming how she is unafraid to express her feelings, Nellie then proceeds
to discuss those feelings in the following AABA chorus. In the A sections of the ensuing
chorus, Nellie uses similes such “I’m as corny as Kansas,” “I’m as normal as blueberry
pie,” and “high as a flag on the Fourth of July” to describe herself as an ordinary young
woman who is unabashedly in love. For the most part, Nellie’s tone here is objective—
she describes her romantic situation without explicitly stating her feelings. In contrast,
her tone in B is more subjective. In B, Nellie describes exactly how she feels. After
meeting Emile, Nellie admits that she feels “as trite and as gay as a daisy in May” and as
“bromidic and bright as a moon-happy night pourin’ light on the dew.”
Several changes to the structure of the lyrics in B complement Nellie’s shift in
perspective. The change in rhyme scheme is perhaps the most apparent. In the first two A
sections, the rhyme scheme is ABCCB and DBEEB, respectively. By contrast, the rhyme
scheme in B is FFGHHG. In addition, there is a change in the number of syllables per
line in B. In the first half of the song form, A1 and A2 have a syllable count of 10-9-4-69 and 10-10-4-6-9, respectively, whereas B has a syllable count of 6-6-6-6-6-6.
Combined, the change in rhyme scheme and syllable count in B work together with
Nellie’s shift in perspective to produce lyrical contrast in B.
After describing her overflowing joy and positioning herself as a prototypical
American girl, Nellie is finally ready to reveal the “world famous feeling” she feels in the
66

Asch (2008, 339).
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final A section. Following a dramatic buildup of various allusions to this feeling
throughout the song, she finally exclaims that she is in love with the lyrics, “I’m in love,
I’m in love … I’m in love with a wonderful guy.” In “A Wonderful Guy,” these lyrics
serve as the lyrical payoff, which is the line that provides the narrator’s reason for singing
and explains the song’s purpose within the overall musical.67 In South Pacific, the lyrical
payoff in “A Wonderful Guy” is the moment Nellie, the musical’s infatuated young
protagonist, finally expresses and confirms her love for Emile.
The previous discussion of the lyrics in “A Wonderful Guy” hints at the general
finding that the individual stanzas perform the functions of statement, restatement,
departure, and conclusion alongside the music that they are set to. In the first two A
sections, the lyrics use the same rhyme scheme and syllabic count to reinforce the
common idea that Nellie is an ordinary young woman in one of life’s most common
dilemmas. The lyrics thus involve a statement and restatement of a single narrative idea
that effortlessly coincides with the repetition of the melody in A1 and A2. The following
lyrics in B then contrast in terms of content and structure. By shifting perspective and
changing the rhyme scheme and syllable count, the lyrics in B function to depart from the
lyrics in A. In so doing, the lyrics perform a similar formal function to the music in B in
the song’s overall lyrical structure. Finally, the appearance of the lyrical payoff in A3
allows the song’s narrative to come to a satisfying close. By allowing Nellie to realize
and explicitly state her love for Emile at the end of the A3, the motivation behind the
song becomes luminously clear. Since the lyrical payoff in A3 provides narrative closure
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Davis (1985, 22).
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within the song form, the lyrics in A3 can be considered to perform a conclusion function
within the final stanza of the chorus.
The coordination of the lyrical payoff with the song form’s final perfect authentic
cadence allows A3 to exhibit a particularly strong sense of conclusion in the chorus. In
“A Wonderful Guy,” both the music and lyrics carefully build up to this coordinated
event. To begin, the tonally open cadences that close A1, A2, and B (mm. 99, 115, and
132 respectively) drive the song form forward towards the highly conclusive perfect
authentic cadence in m. 151. (Following the melodic ascent to the half cadence on ^7 in
m. 132 at the end of B, the ascent to the perfect authentic cadence on ^8 in m. 151 seems
inevitable.) The lyrics, on the other hand, anticipate the lyrical payoff in A3 by making
explicit allusions to the love she feels throughout the entire verse and chorus. By the end
of the chorus, she can no longer contain the phrase “I’m in love.” Excitedly, she exclaims
it five times during the expanded cadential progression at the end of A3. Thus, in the final
measures of A3, the two most important lyrical and musical events in the song form—the
lyrical payoff and the song form’s perfect authentic cadence—are coordinated so as to
enhance the power of the song form’s conclusion in A3.
Though the AABA chorus from “A Wonderful Guy” is all but one example, the
chorus demonstrates the rich potential that the large-scale SRDC reading has for the
AABA chorus. By describing each lyrical stanza’s role in terms of the SRDC’s four
formal functions, the purpose of the stanza within the overall AABA narrative reaches
newfound precision and the relationship between the music and lyrics becomes
luminously clear. The coordination between the AABA chorus’s lyrical payoff and the
perfect authentic cadence in the singer’s upper register, for example, is one of the many
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meaningful connections that becomes apparent when SRDC’s four formal functions are
applied to the song form’s music and lyrics. The restatement and reinforcement of a
single narrative idea that accompanies the repetition of an 8- or 16-bar melody in A1 and
A2 is another. There are many more connections, however, that remain to be found.
Future work can examine the various ways in which the music and lyrics complement
one another by utilizing and expanding upon the parameters considered here. Through
such work, the symbiotic relationship between the music and lyrics in musical theater can
be further explored.

4.4

Areas for Future Research
	
  
The results and analyses presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 suggest several

avenues for future research. A voice-leading analysis of all the songs included in this
thesis’s corpus, for example, offers promising results. Indeed, such an analysis could be
used to develop a voice-leading model for the Golden Age AABA song form, which
could then be used for a variety of aims. In one project, the model for the Golden Age
AABA song form could be compared to the voice-leading model Nobile (2011, 2014)
provides for the AABA song form in rock music. By studying the commonalities and
differences between these two models, the subtle (and obvious) distinctions between two
mid-twentieth-century popular styles could be further explored. The AABA song form’s
voice-leading model could also be used to provide yet another perspective on the SRDC
reading of the AABA song form. In one study, the voice-leading model for the AABA
song form could be compared to one constructed for the small-scale srdc pattern to
demonstrate the pattern’s recursive potential from a Schenkerian standpoint. In another
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study, the AABA’s voice-leading model could be compared with voice-leading models
for other song forms that can also be labeled as large-scale SRDC patterns, including the
verse–prechorus–chorus and verse–chorus song forms.
The interaction between music and lyrics in the AABA song form is another area
that this thesis has left relatively untouched, leaving it open to further investigation. In
Chapter 4, Section 4.3 briefly observed how the lyrics in the AABA song form perform a
similar function to the music they are set to. A more in-depth look at the interaction
between lyrics and music in the AABA song form could therefore explore the ways in
which the lyrics perform the formal functions of statement, restatement, departure, and
conclusion in a corpus study of AABA choruses. Different elements, such as rhyme
scheme, poetic meter, syllable count, and narrative perspective, could be tracked to see
how the lyrics change or stay the same in each section of the song form. By comparing
the similar and contrasting elements in each section, the corpus study could provide case
evidence to show how the lyrical construction of the AABA chorus supports the SRDC
interpretation of the song form.
A final area for future research involves combining all of the avenues described
above; namely, the voice-leading model developed for the AABA song form could be
integrated with the song form’s lyrical construction to generate a comprehensive theory
for the AABA song form. Since the music and lyrics are closely aligned in musical
theater, such a theory would provide a complete picture of the form and any
interpretation of it. Furthermore, such an all-inclusive approach to the AABA song form
would help connect recent research on musical theater with the more conventional
literature on voice leading and music-text relations in the common-practice period.
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APPENDIX
CORPUS STUDY MATERIAL
Table A.1 Songs in the corpus listed by musical.
Annie Get Your Gun (1946)
Music and lyrics by Irving Berlin
“Anything You Can Do”
“I Got Sun in the Morning”
“I’m a Bad, Bad Man”
“I’m an Indian Too”
“Lost in His Arms”
“Moonshine Lullaby”
“My Defenses are Down”
“There’s No Business Like Show Business”
“They Say It’s Wonderful”
“You Can’t Get a Man with a Gun”
Bells are Ringing (1956)
Music by Jule Styne with lyrics by Betty Comden and Adolph Green
“Better Than a Dream”
“Hello, Hello There”
“I Met a Girl”
“Is it a Crime?”
“It’s a Perfect Relationship”
“Just in Time”
“Mu-Cha-Cha”
“Salzburg”
“The Party’s Over”
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Table A.1 Continued
Damn Yankees (1955)
Music and lyrics by Richard Adler and Jerry Ross
“A Little Brains—A Little Talent”
“A Man Doesn’t Know”
“Goodbye, Old Girl”
“Heart”
“Near to You”
“Six Months Out of Every Year”
“The Game”
“Those were the Good Old Days”
“Two Lost Souls”
“Whatever Lola Wants”
“Who’s Got the Pain?”
Guys and Dolls (1950)
Music and lyrics by Frank Loesser
“Follow the Fold”
“I’ll Know”
“I’ve Never Been in Love Before”
“Luck be a Lady”
“Marry the Man Today”
“More I Cannot Wish You”
“Sue Me”
“Take Back Your Mink”
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Table A.1 Continued
Kiss Me, Kate (1948)
Music and lyrics by Cole Porter
“Always True to You in My Fashion”
“Another Op’nin’, Another Show”
“Brush Up Your Shakespeare”
“I’ve Come to Wive it Weathily in Padua”
“So in Love”
“Tom, Dick, or Harry”
“Too Darn Hot”
“Were Thine that Special Face”
“Where is the Life that Late I Led?”
“Why Can’t You Behave?”
“Wunderbar”
My Fair Lady (1956)
Music by Frederick Loewe with lyrics by Alan Jay Lerner
“Ascot Gavotte”
“Get Me to the Church On Time”
“I Could Have Danced All Night”
“I’m an Ordinary Man”
“Just You Wait”
“On the Street Where You Live”
“Show Me”
“Why Can’t the English?”
“With a Little Bit of Luck”
“Without You”
“Wouldn’t It Be Loverly”
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Table A.1 Continued
Oklahoma! (1943)
Music by Richard Rodgers with lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II
“I Cain’t Say No”
“Kansas City”
“Oh, What a Beautiful Mornin’”
“Oklahoma”
“People Will Say We’re in Love”
“The Farmer and the Cowman”
“The Surrey with the Fringe On Top”
South Pacific (1949)
Music by Richard Rodgers with lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II
“A Cockeyed Optimist”
“A Wonderful Guy”
“Bali Ha’i”
“Bloody Mary”
“Dites-Moi”
“Honey Bun”
“I’m Gonna Wash That Man Right Outa My Hair”
“Some Enchanted Evening”
“This Nearly was Mine”
“Younger Than Springtime”
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Table A.1 Continued
The King and I (1951)
Music by Richard Rodgers with lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II
“Getting to Know You”
“Hello, Young Lovers”
“I Have Dreamed”
“I Whistle a Happy Tune”
“Shall We Dance?”
“Something Wonderful”
“We Kiss in a Shadow”
The Pajama Game (1954)
Music and lyrics by Richard Adler and Jerry Ross
“A New Town is a Blue Town”
“Hernando’s Hideaway”
“I’m Not at All in Love”
“Once-a-Year Day”
“Seven and Half Cents”
“Small Talk”
“Steam Heat”
“There Once was a Man”
“Think of the Time I Save”
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Table A.2 Songs containing 32-bar AABA choruses in the defined corpus.
Song

Musical

“A New Town is a Blue Town”

The Pajama Game

“Anything You Can Do”

Annie Get Your Gun

“Ascot Gavotte”

My Fair Lady

“Bali Ha’i”

South Pacific

“Goodbye, Old Girl”

Damn Yankees

“Heart”

Damn Yankees

“Hello, Hello There”

Bells are Ringing

“Hello, Young Lovers”

The King and I

“Hernando’s Hideaway”

The Pajama Game

“Honey Bun”

South Pacific

“I Cain’t Say No”

Oklahoma!

“I Could Have Danced All Night”

My Fair Lady

“I Got Sun in the Morning”

Annie Get Your Gun

“I Whistle a Happy Tune”

The King and I

“I’m a Bad, Bad Man”

Annie Get Your Gun

“I’m an Indian Too”
“I’m Gonna Wash That Man Right
Outa My Hair”
“I’ve Never Been in Love Before”

Annie Get Your Gun

“It’s a Perfect Relationship”

Bells are Ringing

“Just in Time”

Bells are Ringing

“Just You Wait”

My Fair Lady

“Marry the Man Today”

Guys and Dolls

“Mu-Cha-Cha”

Bells are Ringing

“My Defenses are Down”

Annie Get Your Gun

“Near to You”

Damn Yankees

“Once-a-Year Day”

The Pajama Game

South Pacific
Guys and Dolls
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Table A.2 Continued
Song

Musical

“Salzburg”

Bells are Ringing

“Show Me”

My Fair Lady

“Something Wonderful”

The King and I

“Steam Heat”

The Pajama Game

“Sue Me”

Guys and Dolls

“Take Back Your Mink”

Guys and Dolls

“The Surrey with the Fringe on Top”

Oklahoma!

“They Say It’s Wonderful”

Annie Get Your Gun

“Think of the Time I Save”

The Pajama Game

“Those were the Good Old Days”

Damn Yankees

“Two Lost Souls”

Damn Yankees

“We Kiss in a Shadow”

The King and I

“Whatever Lola Wants”

Damn Yankees

“Where is the Life that Late I Led?”

Kiss Me, Kate

“Who’s Got the Pain?”

Damn Yankees

“Without You”

My Fair Lady

“Wouldn’t it Be Loverly”

My Fair Lady

“Younger Than Springtime”

South Pacific
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Table A.3 Songs containing 64-bar AABA choruses in the defined corpus.
Song

Musical

“A Cockeyed Optimist”

South Pacific

“A Little Brains—A Little Talent”

Damn Yankees

“A Wonderful Guy”

South Pacific

“Always True to You in My Fashion”

Kiss Me, Kate

“Another Op’nin’, Another Show”

Kiss Me, Kate

“Follow the Fold”

Guys and Dolls

“Get Me to the Church On Time”

My Fair Lady

“I Met a Girl”

Bells are Ringing

“I’m an Ordinary Man”

My Fair Lady

“I’m Not at All in Love”

The Pajama Game

“Luck be a Lady”

Guys and Dolls

“More I Cannot Wish You”

Guys and Dolls

“Oklahoma”

Oklahoma!

“On the Street Where You Live”

My Fair Lady

“People Will Say We’re in Love”

Oklahoma!

“Six Months Out of Every Year”

Damn Yankees

“So in Love”

Kiss Me, Kate

“Some Enchanted Evening”

South Pacific

“There Once was a Man”
“There’s No Business Like Show
Business”
“This Nearly was Mine”

The Pajama Game

“Too Darn Hot”

Kiss Me, Kate

“Were Thine that Special Face”

Kiss Me, Kate

“Wunderbar”

Kiss Me, Kate

“You Can’t Get a Man with a Gun”

Annie Get Your Gun

Annie Get Your Gun
South Pacific
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Table A.4 Songs containing 16-bar srdc choruses in the defined corpus.
Song

Musical

“A Man Doesn’t Know”

Damn Yankees

“Better Than a Dream”

Bells are Ringing

“I’ll Know”
“I’ve Come to Wive it Weathily in
Padua”
“Is it a Crime?”

Guys and Dolls

“Kansas City”

Oklahoma!

“Seven and a Half Cents”

The Pajama Game

“Small Talk”

The Pajama Game

“The Farmer and the Cowman”

Oklahoma!

“The Game”

Damn Yankees

“The Party’s Over”

Bells are Ringing

“Why Can’t the English”

My Fair Lady

“Why Can’t You Behave?”

Kiss Me, Kate

Kiss Me, Kate
Bells are Ringing

Table A.5 Songs containing 16-bar aaa¢b/srdc choruses in the defined corpus.
Song

Musical

“Bloody Mary”

South Pacific

“Dites-Moi”

South Pacific

“Getting to Know You”

The King and I

“I Have Dreamed”

The King and I

“Oh, What a Beautiful Mornin’”

Oklahoma!

“Shall We Dance?”

The King and I

“With a Little Bit of Luck”

My Fair Lady
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Table A.6 Location of 8-bar srdc sections within songs containing 32-bar AABA
choruses.
Song

Musical

Location in song

“A New Town is a Blue Town”

The Pajama Game

A1, A2, A3

“Anything You Can Do”

Annie Get Your Gun

A1, A2, B, A3

“Ascot Gavotte”

My Fair Lady

A1

“Bali Ha’i”

South Pacific

B

“Goodbye, Old Girl”

Damn Yankees

A1, A2, B, A3

“Heart”

Damn Yankees

A1, A2, A3

“Honey Bun”

South Pacific

B, A3

“I Could Have Danced All Night”

My Fair Lady

A3

“I Whistle a Happy Tune”
“I’m Gonna Wash That Man Right
Outa My Hair”
“It’s a Perfect Relationship”

The King and I

B

South Pacific

B

Bells are Ringing

A1, A2, A3

“Just in Time”

Bells are Ringing

A3

“Just You Wait”

My Fair Lady

A1, A2

“Marry the Man Today”

Guys and Dolls

A1, A2, B

“Salzburg”

Bells are Ringing

B

“Something Wonderful”

The King and I

A1, A2, A3

“Those were the Good Old Days”

Damn Yankees

A1, A2, A3

“Two Lost Souls”

Damn Yankees

A1, A2, B, A3

“We Kiss in a Shadow”

The King and I

A3

“Where is the Life that Late I Led?”

Kiss Me, Kate

B

“Without You”

My Fair Lady

A1, A2

“Wouldn’t It Be Loverly”

My Fair Lady

A1, A2, A3

“Younger Than Springtime”

South Pacific

A1, A2, B, A3
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Table A.7 Location of 8-bar aaa¢b/srdc sections within songs containing 32-bar AABA
choruses
Song

Musical

Location in song

“Bali Ha’i”

South Pacific

A1, A2, A3

“Hernando’s Hideaway”

The Pajama Game

B

“I Whistle a Happy Tune”

The King and I

A1, A2, A3

“Just in Time”

Bells are Ringing

A1, A2

“My Defenses are Down”

Annie Get Your Gun

B

“Take Back Your Mink”

Guys and Dolls

A1, A2, A3

“The Surrey with the Fringe on Top”

Oklahoma!

A1, A2, A3

Table A.8 Location of 8-bar srd→c patterns within songs containing 32-bar AABA
choruses.
Song

Musical

Location in song

“A New Town is a Blue Town”

The Pajama Game

B

“I Could Have Danced All Night”

My Fair Lady

A1, A2

“I Got Sun in the Morning”

Annie Get Your Gun

A1, A2, A3

“Honey Bun”

South Pacific

A1, A2

“Near to You”

Damn Yankees

A1, A2, A3

“They Say It’s Wonderful”

Annie Get Your Gun

B

“We Kiss in a Shadow”

The King and I

A1, A2, B

“Whatever Lola Wants”

Damn Yankees

A1, A2, A3

“Without You”

My Fair Lady

A3
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Table A.9 Location of 16-bar srdc sections within the songs containing 64-bar AABA
choruses.
Song

Musical

Location in song

“A Cockeyed Optimist”

South Pacific

A1, A2, A3

“A Little Brains—A Little Talent”

Damn Yankees

A1, A2, A3

“A Wonderful Guy”

South Pacific

A1, A2, A3

“Always True to You in My Fashion”

Kiss Me, Kate

B

“Get Me to the Church On Time”

My Fair Lady

A1, A2, A3

“I Met a Girl”

Bells are Ringing

A1, A2, A3

“I’m an Ordinary Man”

My Fair Lady

A1, A2

“I’m Not at All in Love”

The Pajama Game

A1, A2, A3

“Luck be a Lady”

Guys and Dolls

A1, A2, A3

“On the Street Where You Live”

My Fair Lady

A1, A2, A3

“So in Love”

Kiss Me, Kate

A1, A2, A3

“Some Enchanted Evening”

South Pacific

A1, A2, A3

“Too Darn Hot”

Kiss Me, Kate

A1, A2, B

“Were Thine that Special Face”

Kiss Me, Kate

B

Table A.10 Location of 16-bar aaa¢b/srdc sections within songs containing 64-bar
AABA choruses
Song

Musical

Location in song

“A Little Brains—A Little Talent”

Damn Yankees

B

“People Will Say We’re in Love”

Oklahoma!

A1, A2

“Six Months Out of Every Year”

Damn Yankees

A1, A2, A3

“Wunderbar”

Kiss Me, Kate

B
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